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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE? 

BY SIDNEY ADAMS anp FRANCIS F. POWERS 

University of Washington 

I. THE RELATION oF PsycHoLoGy To LINGUISTICS 

The psychology of language seems related most nearly to the 

branch of linguistics termed general grammar. Collitz,(8) in his 

address at the founding of the Linguistic Society of America, 

described general grammar as that part of linguistic science concerned 

with the relation between grammatical forms and mental categories. 

Weiss (111) delineated the broader psychological significance of 

language. The possession of language distinguishes man most strik- 

ingly from lower animal forms. Language enables us to use words 

as proxies for all objects. As language evolves we tend toward the 

control of all the objects of the universe through the manipulation of 

substituted words. Language operates to unite all the individuals of 

a community into a single sensori-motor organism. Language makes 

repeatable the best responses of previous generations. The social 

nature of language emphasized by Weiss is also stressed by 

Meillet. (50) 

II. THe RELATION oF LANGUAGE TO THOUGHT 

The problem of the relation of language to thought has been 

of all the problems of the general psychology of language, most 

widely discussed among American and British psychologists. 

Watson (105) early raised the problem in his Behavior: An Intro- 

duction to Comparative Psychology. He attracted most attention in 

1 Thanks are due to Dr. Edwin Guthrie for suggestions and help in the 

writing of this article. 
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his Psychology from the Standpoint of the Behaviorist in 1919.(106) 

In the British Journal of Psychology for 1920, there appeared a 

series of four articles by prominent British psychologists, together 

with an article by Watson.(107) Each of these contributions 

attempted an answer to the question, “Is thinking merely the action 

of language mechanisms?” asked in reference to Watson’s position. 

Watson had said that language is the most striking behavior differ- 

ence between man and the lower types of animal life. From the 

physical standpoint, articulate language consists of a series of special 

sounds produced by the oral cavities. Laryngeal activity is unneces- 

sary for articulate speech. The question of the identity or non- 

identity of thought and language would not be at all easy of solution 

by the means of observing speech defects. This is because the 

destruction of the bodily mechanisms sufficient to make thought 

impossible would be followed by the organism’s death. The difficulty 

of learning to speak a new language late in life probably comes from 

the structural changes in the larynx following upon maturity. It is 

popularly believed that the vocalizations of infants are associated 

with emotional states. Language habit is the connecting of vocal 

activity with bodily states, while vocal habit is the sounding of new 

words. Imitation operates to a much greater extent in bringing about 

language learning than it does in the furtherance of manual learning. 

The child, lacking implicit thought, uses explicit thought almost 

entirely. With maturity, implicit thought responses appear. Adults 

have types of thought which are intermediate between explicit and 

implicit. Explicit thought is not more common among adults because 

the sound of the voice, which stimulates the adult when he talks to 

himself, becomes a distracting stimulus for the thought activity. 

Since the form of implicit speech is abbreviated, it will serve for indi- 

vidual but not for social adjustment. It is unnecessary to assume that 

all thought is laryngeal. Other implicit bodily processes, some 
manual, may serve to bring about a silent word, a spoken word, or an 

act. The psychologists have commonly failed to show the relation 

between thought and other bodily processes. These people have 

believed that thought is either of unknown relation to the body, or 

that it is primarily associated with cortical activity. Thought is a 

muscular activity, complex as a whole, and extremely abbreviated as 

to its parts. Thinking includes all implicit language activity and such 

other activity as is substitutable for language activity. 

Thought activity may be divided into three classes; invariable 

word sequences, such as rote memory, together with day dreaming, 
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both these behaviors being characterized by the absence of trial move- 

ments ; recalling responses which involve the giving of old but infre- 

quent responses; and novel problems, characterized by their abun- 

dance of trial reactions. 

Titchener, says Watson, raised the issue of the inconsistency of 

the use of introspection by the behaviorists. Watson says that the 

behaviorist, in the present development of psychology, arrives at a 

knowledge of thinking through logical inference, without the use of 

introspection. Since thinking behavior leads to the same results as 

certain sorts of overt behavior, it seems most reasonable to assume 

that the thinking behavior is like these explicit responses. The study 

of the thought processes by instrumentation is to be hoped for. 

The behaviorists, says Watson, have been attacked for failing to 

give an account of the meaning of meaning. This is not a scientific 

problem, according to Watson’s view. The experimental determina- 

tion of an individual’s responses to an object would give an account 

of the meanings of the object to that individual. Bartlett and 

Smith (3) held that Watson had failed to make a clear distinction 

between the substitution of language responses for manual responses 

and the mere replacement of the one by the other. To Bartlett and 

Smith, a substitute response is characterized by its functioning as a 

sign. A sign, to them, is any mode of response which is succeeded by 

specific modes of reaction in the total adjustment to the situation at 

hand. Bartlett and Smith believe that many non-speech responses are 

capable of acting as signs. However, to them, the use of signs does 

not always involve thought ; consequently there is some likelihood of 

there being an implicit language accompaniment to all thought. The 

mere abbreviation of a response is not a thinking reaction. The very 

subtlety of thought causes us to confuse it with speech. Watson fails 

to distinguish between thought and thinking. Thinking is defined by 

Smith and Bartlett as a response to a universal quality. As to the 

practical possibilities of a theory identifying thought and speech, they 

believe that if a study of thought without the study of the expression 

of thought be possible, it is extremely limited, and that the method 

of Watson, though inadequately developed as to detail, is on the 

whole correct. 

Pear (60) gives an analysis of thought which makes speech but a 

part of thought. Thought may be divided into recall, abstraction, 
comparison, recomparison with aim, combination into a conclusion, 

and finally, the expression of this conclusion in speech. Thinking is 

not a habit, as Watson believes a part of it to be. Pear objects to 
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Watson’s neglect of the place of imagery in thinking, and to Watson’s 

account of imagery. He cites experimental evidence against Watson’s 
identification of the tracing of objects by the eye with imagery. He 

also cites experimental work on the study of meanings, which he 

believes shows that meanings differ from words in that their relations 

are governed by laws other than than those which control the relations 

of words. This was written to controvert Watson’s assertion of the 

identity of meaning and response, and the non-importance of the 

problem of meanings to psychology. 

Robinson (72) believes that the behaviorists reject introspection, 

together with other parts of the classical psychology, on practical 

grounds. He holds that such rejection is permissible, but does not 

think it justifiable in the substitution of speech responses for con- 

sciousness. Robinson further contends that it is necessary for science 

to consider all parts of the universe, whether such be readily accessible 

or not; also, he believes, consciousness is of practical efficiency, since 

Freud has shown that imagery influences conduct. The behaviorist 

leaves consciousness “an isolated and gratuitous miracle.” On 

strictly behavioristic grounds, it would be necessary to determine 

meaning by the accompaniment of a word in time or space with the 

object that the word means. Such accompaniment is not sufficient to 

account for meaning. Thinking to the behaviorist cannot be trial and 

error language responses, because error implies the evaluation of 

responses, which is outside the field of a behavioristic psychology. 

Thomson (90) believes that the use of the word “ substitute ” by 

Watson agrees substantially with Bartlett and Smith’s term “ substi- 

tute sign.” He differs, however, from Smith and Bartlett in regard 

to their treatment of thinking as the response to a general quality. 

To Thomson, thought is a shortened form of trial and error. 

Thought, then, cannot be identified with response to an abstract 
quality, because when such a quality is discovered in a situation, trial 

and error responses cease. In Thomson’s opinion, the behaviorist 
accepts the existence of conscious states, but chooses not to consider 

them. However, a denial of the interaction of mental states is a 

denial of their existence, and the behaviorist’s absence of mystery is 

in truth absence of familiarity. Thomson would disagree with 
Watson in defining thought by extension, since Thomson does not 

believe that habitual responses are thought at all. Thought rather 

refers to a trial and error response in quest of a general quality. 

The answer to the question “Is thinking merely the action of lan- 

guage mechanisms?” cannot be given in the affirmative, according to 
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Thomson, if the common understanding of this expression be 

accepted. However, Thomson agrees that thinking is largely the 

action of language mechanisms; that thought can be studied through 

its physical manifestations; and that substitution, which must by 

definition be relevant substitution, is true criterion of thought. 

Watson replied to all of the four articles cited, with the exception 

of the one written by Robinson. 

time of his writing. 

merely the action of language mechanisms ? 

This was not available to him at the 

Watson answered the question “Is thinking 

” in the negative. 

defended his earlier assertions in the greater part, however. 

He 

He 

believed that there is a strong tendency for thought responses to be 

localized in the larynx. He argues for the extension of the definition 

of thinking to include all sub-vocal language, and other substitutable 

activity of whatever kind. In research programs, he believes that 

overt vocalization could be successfully substituted for introspection. 

He denied Thomson’s statement that the behaviorist 

existence of conscious states. 

admits the 

While granting that verbal reports of 

experience are possible, Watson states that such reports are quite 

unreliable. He attacks non-behaviorists who hold that the unobserved 

portions of thought processes are unlike the observed parts. He 

defends the position that holds to the identity of thought and its 

expression. Taking issue with Smith and Bartlett, Watson contends 

that it is not possible to respond to universal qualities. He believes 

that responses to universal qualities are responses to words treated as 

obj ects. 

The controversy a: 

language was entered by Otis (58). 

bining of the mental elements. 

various sorts; kinesthetic, visual, tactual. 

only one, type of the material of thought. 

the identity or non-identity of thought and 

To Otis, thinking is the recom- 

These mental elements are images of 

Words constitute one, but 

He believes that behavior- 

ism is adequate for a limited field, which to him is smaller than the 
field of psychology. 

Head (27) also discusses the question of the identity of thought 

and speech. From a study of certain unilateral lesions of the brain, 

he concludes that there are psychic processes involving language 

which cannot be classified as speech, reading, writing, motor, or 

sensory activities. These processes Head calls symbolic thought. 

Kantor (39) asserted that language should not be regarded as the 

expression of any inner thing, but as a response in its own right. He 
divides the material of the study of language into anthropological, 

philological and psychological data. Language responses are distin- 
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guishable from other reactions by their being indirect adaptive 

response. Language is always indirect adaptation ; thinking is always 

direct. 

Melrose (51) reviewed the controversy between Watson and the 

British psychologists. He attempts to evaluate the various definitions 

of thinking proposed during this discussion. He deplores the failure 

of previous writers to tell how thought may be studied other than 

through its expression. He believes that the view which holds think- 

ing to be a response is the only proper way of regarding the problem. 

In a later paper, Melrose (52) says that thinking is a process of hand- 

ling concepts by means of judgments, and that these concepts and 

judgments are language responses. This linguistic thinking is of 

higher type and is more efficient than is the motor solution of 

problems. 

Lashley (44) believes that experience has no content that may not 

be designated by language. Hunter (30) believes consciousness to 

be describable as a one-way relationship composed of sensory process 

and language response. Reiser (67) holds that the behaviorists, in 

emphasizing speech and other muscular responses, have neglected the 

part played by the brain in thought process. The complication of 

the brain’s structure makes a consideration of its part in thought of 

the greatest importance. Watson (108) identifies the unconscious 

of the Freudians with unverbalized responses. He attacked the 

Freudian notion of the hangover of infantile behavior in adult life. 

As evidence against the psychoanalysts, he cited the case of a child 

who showed no evidence of having retained infantile habits after the 

lapse of a comparatively short time. Watson says that sex life is the 

concern of much of Freudian literature and practice because sex 

organization, being in great part unverbalized, becomes a part of the 

psychoanalytic unconscious. 

Markey (48) treats of the way in which words function in the 

place of objects. In thought behavior, the body stimulates itself in 

the way in which another object stimulates it. A language habit thus 

becomes the substitute for an absent stimulus. Language habits 

contain responses other than speech responses. Markey believes 

meaning to be activity. 

Dashiell (10) attempts to describe thinking behavioristically. He 

holds that the emphasis of behaviorism is upon the biological rather 

than the physiological situation. The behaviorist’s emphasis upon 

speech as a part of thought need not be construed as an attack upon 

introspection, but rather as the substitution of one physiological 
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theory of thought for another. Behavioristically, thinking is describ- 

able as a series of interrelated motor acts and motor sets; physiologi- 

cally, it is the interaction of reaction circuits. 

Davies (11) believes that contradictions exist in Watson’s treat- 

ment of the role of imitation in language learning. In treating of 

the psychology of language, behaviorism fails to take account of the 

complication of the brain. Evidence from speech pathology makes 

it necessary to take cognizance of this complication. 

Tolman (97) believes the verbal reports of introspection a type 

of social behavior; Langfeld (43) calls attention to Malinowski’s 

identification of the meaning of a word with the action for which it 

stands. 

De Laguna (42) believes that speech has developed from the 

animal cry. Since this is true the earliest speech must have been a 

sentence embodied in a single word. Speech is distinguished from 

the cry in that it is a response to a perceived, rather than to a felt, 

situation. De Laguna objects to the older treatment of speech as a 

form of activity paralleling thought processes. Objectively regarded, 

speech is the greatest mechanism for bringing about human 

cooperation. 

Fischer (14) studied the way in which names are attached to 

nonsense figures presented visually and the way in which these names 

are subsequently altered. Pick (62) cited Stumpf in support of 

Fischer’s contention for an unanalyzable correspondence between the 

form of a figure and the name which attaches to it. Rogge (73) dis- 

cusses the mechanism of speech change. He believes that word 

creation is dependent upon the speaker rather than upon the hearer. 

In another article, Rogge (74) treats of the alteration of meaning in 

a compound word after the compounding has been effected. 
Stumpf (86) discusses the phenomenal qualities of speaking as com- 

pared with singing. 

White (113) believes that language has developed from an undif- 

ferentiated to a highly differentiated state. The use of abstract lan- 

guage distinguishes the civilized adult from the child and the savage. 

Some of our language habits are acquired through training ; some are 

inherited and come from the training of previous generations. 

Callet (7) believes that there is a tendency throughout all language 

for certain combinations of sounds always to designate objects or 

ideas of a certain class. He also believes that certain speech sounds 

designate particular moods of the speaker. Hayworth (26) believes 

that laughter was developed as a language response. 
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III. Factors 1n LANGuAGE ABILITIES 

Piéron (63) gives an account of the relation between brain 

injuries and speech defects. The loss of meaning accompanying 

certain types of brain injuries is treated. Travis (100) argues for a 

psychoanalytic approach to the problems of disabilities in written and 

oral language. He emphasizes the importance of mental conflicts as 

against the law of exercise in explaining the forgetting of language 

responses. The successful treatment of a case of spelling disability 

is recorded. 

Gates (17) emphasizes the fact that the language abilities of read- 

ing and spelling are not unitary, but depend on the working together 

of a number of activities. Over three hundred children were studied; 

correlations were found between reading and spelling ability and 

thirteen mental tests of various types. Word-perception was found to 

have the highest correlation with reading and spelling ability ; general 

intelligence came next. Tinker (94) studied the relation between the 

character of eye-movements during reading and the nature of the 

reading. He found that the ratio between time of eye-movement and 

reading time grew smaller during careful reading. Tinker (95) also 

studied factors involved in reading formule. He believes that his 

experiments show a tendency toward the formation of configurations 

ing} the reading of formule. Tinker (93) also studied the problem of 

the ease of reading numerals as against that of reading the same 

material expressed in words. Numerals, he found, were the more 

easily read. Tinker and Paterson (96) studied the ability of 640 

subjects to read material printed in capitals, lower case roman letters 

and italics. Lower case was read somewhat more easily than were 

the italics; both were more easily read than were the capitals. 

Sapir (78) attempted to point out the things that needed con- 

sideration in arriving at a psychologically sound prosody. The 

factors which make verse different from prose are considered. Fore- 

most, believes Sapir, are those elements that tend to excite the 

rhythmic apperception of a series of words. He believes that the 

choice of words is the most important of these variables. A some- 

what unusual diction causes the blocking of stereotyped responses, 

thereby bringing about heightened attention. Periodicity in the 

sectioning of written or spoken material also brings about the desired 

rhythmic response. 

Symonds (88) studied the effect of foreign language school train- 

ing on ability in English. He tested 513 Chinese children attending 
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a Chinese language school in Hawaii. He found a very slight cor- 

respondence between attendance at such schools and deficiency in 

English. Tomb (98) comments on the great ease with which children 

learn a foreign language, as compared with the slow learning of 

adults. Tomb concludes that this ability is intuitive in children. He 

bases his belief on observations of the learning of the native tongues 

by the children of British residents in India. 

IV. THe MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE CAPACITY 

Boyd (4) describes the grammatical development of children at 

various age levels. He believes that grammatical development is 

essentially complete at about the age of eight. He notes the special 

idioms of early childhood, together with the increase in sentence 

length during growth. Nice (57) also discusses the length of sen- 

tences at different stages of the child’s growth. She treats of the 

relation between vocabulary size and sentence length. She feels a 

need for observations of the appearance of sentence types in English- 

speaking children. In another article, Nice (56) discusses early opin- 
ions upon vocabulary size, while reviewing early studies of vocabu- 

lary. The opinions reviewed extend from British writers of the 

middle of the last century to present day American psychologists. The 

vocabulary studies of Gregory (24), Pelsma (61), Whipple (112), 

and others, are reviewed and criticized. Nice points out that early 

opinions as to the meager vocabularies of adults, opinions which are 

very much alive to-day, have been overthrown by vocabulary studies 

of both adults and children. However, these studies, while showing 

decisively that individual vocabularies are much larger than was at 

one time supposed, disagree as to the number of words possessed by 

both children and adults. For instance, Terman (89) gives the eighth 

grader a vocabulary of 9,000 words; Vasey (102) gives him a word 

list of 40,000. Nice believes that the size of the dictionary on which 

the vocabulary test is based accounts for such differences in reported 

vocabulary size. On the basis of unabridged dictionary studies of 

adults, Nice concludes that the figures of Terman are too low; and 

that those of Vasey are too high. 

Weeks (110) correlated the scores on Terman Vocabulary Test 

with a number of achievement and mental tests. She found the 

Terman test usable as a group test, and found that, for pupils above 

the fifth grade, the test was as reliable when given as a group test as 

when it was given as an individual examination. Weeks (109) also 
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describes the Berkshire Word Test, based on Webster’s Collegiate 

Dictionary. This test was compared with eight other vocabulary tests, 

The Presseys (65) criticize tests of silent reading ability. They 

believe that such tests are in truth tests of attention. 

V. Tue INFLUENCE OF LANGUAGE ABILITIES UPON OTHER 

PERFORMANCES 

Walters (104) tested 165 school children divided into two groups, 

one of which used a foreign language in the home, the other of which 

used English as a home language. He concludes that the foreign 

language handicap amounts to six to eight months of mental age in 

testing thirteen year old children with the Binet-Simon test. 

Smith (84) tested Welsh children with five language tests. Classi- 

fications of home language usage and social position of the children 

tested was made by the teachers of the schools in which the research 

was carried out. The results showed a superiority of the children 

who used English only in the home, as against those who used both 

English and Welsh. This super’vrity was observable in both school 

achievement and mental test score. 

Saer (76) investigated bilingualism in three Welsh counties. He 

tested fourteen hundred school children and about three hundred 

university students. The Binet-Simon intelligence test was given, 

together with tests of dextrality, rhythm, vocabulary, and compo- 

sition. The monoglots were found to have a greater range of vocabu- 

lary than the bilinguals, as well as greater proficiency in dextrality 

tests and higher intelligence test scores. Since these differences were 

found to persist in Saer’s university group, he concludes that the 

distinctive performances of the bilinguals and monoglots are hard to 

modify by training. 

Rexroad (69), while performing an experiment on manual learn- 

ing, discovered that his subjects always directed their manual activi- 

ties by sub-vocal speech. This led Rexroad (70) to perform an 

experiment with the same apparatus for the purpose of further 

learning the relation of verbal and manual response. The subjects 

were instructed to repeat a word sub-vocally while striking a key. 

The word, on being presented to the subject after such training, called 

out the manual response. 

Michael and Crawford (53) rated 56 students on nine speaking 

voice qualities, and correlated these ratings with scores on the 
Thurstone Intelligence Test. The voice qualities were also correlated 

with scholarship. The correlations of these abilities were positive, 
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and ranged from .30 to .65. Jersild (33) studied the effect of a 

number of factors influencing the presentation of oral material in an 
attempt to learn the effect of these factors on the learning of the 

presented material. The effect of temporal position of the material 

on learning was studied, and also the effect of speakers’ gestures and 

intonations. 

Gilliland (22) studied 115 college freshmen, divided into groups 

on the basis of the amount of Latin they had studied. He had these 

students define a list of English words which were of Anglo-Saxon, 

Greek, and Latin origin. The definitions of the students were rated 

on a point scale. The Latin students were found to be better able 

to define words of Greek and Anglo-Saxon origin than were non- 

Latin students. A correspondence was found between the amount 

of Latin studied and intelligence test score. The writer discusses 

the possibility of the defining ability of the Latin students having 

been influenced by their higher intelligence. He concludes that the 

study of Latin has an influence on defining ability independent of 

the higher intelligence of the classic.! students. 

Colvin and Allen (9) found evidence that linguistic ability influ- 

ences mental test score. They studied Italian and American children 

in Rhode Island schools. School achievement corresponded less well 

with intelligence test score in the case of the Italians than it did for 

the Americans. Also, Italian children did proportionately better in 

the sections of intelligence tests devoted to arithmetic than they did 

in sections which were apparently more dependent upon language 

ability. Mann (47) gives an account of clinic cases showing the 

influence of language ability on school work. She points out that 

one factor in the low school achievement of children with a foreign 

language handicap is the loss of time that should be given to the 

actual teaching of school subjects through the necessity of incidental 

language training by the teacher. 

Ide (31) believes that a child’s language ability should be brought 

to a point at which the child will not be set off from his fellows by 

language deficiency. She cites clinical cases in support of this 

contention. 

Lester (45) studied the correspondence between vocabulary test 

score and scholastic ability, together with the correlation between 

spelling ability and vocabulary. These correlations ranged from 

25 to .68 for vocabulary with school subjects; and from .28 to .64 
for spelling ability with school subjects. Barlow (2) in a study of 
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327 subjects, found that full articulation in learning verbal material 

was more economical than was restricted articulation. 

VI. DirrereNces 1N LANGUAGE RESPONSES FOR GROUPS AND 

INDIVIDUALS 

Garth (16) studied the word categories of 56 blooded Indians 

and 141 whites. The categories used were those originated by 

Jastrow (32) in his studies of the nature of the vocabularies of men 

and women. Garth obtained his word lists by three minute free 

association tests. The whites were divided into two groups, to check 

the differences between whites and Indians. The Indians were not 

found to differ significantly from the whites in the types of words 

found in vocabularies. Shen (82) studied the eye movements involved 

in reading Chinese as compared with the eye responses found in the 

reading of English. The number of pauses to a line is greater in 

Chinese than in English, a difference in accord with the systems of 

writing of the two languages. He suggests that there are physio- 

logical differences in the mechanisms of eye movement for English 

and Chinese readers. 

Sapir (77) tries to analyze the cues by which speech may indicate 

personality. He believes that there are five levels of speech behavior; 

the voice as such; speech dynamics (rhythm, intonation) pronuncia- 

tion, vocabulary, and style of connected utterance. Personality may 

be judged on each of these levels. Language behavior is a suggestive 

field for personality research. 

Murphy (55) studied the word associations of 82 manic depres- 

sive cases, 120 dementia precox cases, and 250 normal people. A 

modification of the Kent-Rosanoff word list was used in this study. 

Associations were classified according to the logical relationship be- 

tween stimulus and response. The normal group gave fewer “ co- 

ordinates” (pairs in which stimulus-word and response-word are 

both the same part of speech) and more words in an adjective-noun 

relation than did the abnormal groups. There were no significant 

differences between the abnormal groups. Busemann (5) studied the 

literary productivity of German writers at different ages. 
Schwesinger (80) studied the correspondence between delin- 

quency and the knowledge of slang. She devised a slang battery 

test, which was given to adolescents in a New Jersey reform school. 

No correspondence was found between knowledge of slang and 
degree of delinquency. She suggested the use of slang tests for the 

comparative study of social levels. 
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Raspe (66) studied children’s explanations for optical illu- 

sions, the working of the electric light, and the operation of the 

metronome. Kollarits (41) noted analogic errors in children’s speech. 
Prandtl (64) using nonsense material, studies the persistence of 

perseveraiton in the learning of successive series. He also recorded 

individual differences in tendency to perseveration. Travis (99) 

found that the output of stutterers was inhibited by the presence of 

a group, and that stutterers show greater variability in output while 

working alone. This shows that a difference exists between the 

speeeh defectives and normal groups, whose performance under 

Travis’ conditions was tested by Floyd Allport (1). 

VII. TECHNIQUE IN LANGUAGE INVESTIGATION 

Holmes (29) describes the use of phonetic symbols in recording 

the language responses of a child. A record was kept for 18 months 

during the child’s first and second years. The stressing of syllables 

by the child was also recorded. Robbins (71) devised a test for 

verbal imagery, involving the presentation of nonsense syllables in 

pairs. Schmitz (79) studied the effect of inserting pauses of varying 

lengths in series of verbal material to be learned. Pauses were also 

made between the presentation and reproduction of the syllable. 

Stein (85) presented printed words tachistoscopically. The altera- 

tion in ease of reading was noted when the word was changed from 

its normal direction on the paper, or when the word was printed 

brokenly across the background. Fuchs (15) used the journals of 

52 school children as materials for an investigation. Gault (18, 19, 

20) describes a technique for the communication of speech sounds 

to the hand of deaf subjects. Audiometer tests were obtained for 

the subjects tested, as a part of the controls used. Other precautions 

consisted of isolating the subject from the source of the speech sounds 

used in making the test. After a training series, a sound or word 

could be recognized with more than chance frequency. The sound 

presented was one of a list given visually to the subject. Gault and 

Crane (21) describe the order of difficulty of discrimination for 

vowel sounds presented through the finger tips. Knudsen (40) also 

investigated the receptivity of the sense of touch to various sounds. 

Sherman (83) investigated the recognition of emotional states by 

the singing voice. A trained vocalist sang notes of constant pitch 

and intensity, after having been instructed to express one of five 
emotions by the sung note. Listeners recorded the emotion they 
believed to be indicated by the singer’s voice. In spite of their not 
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knowing the names of the list of emotions being expressed, the judges 

showed a high degree of accuracy in picking the emotion intended 

by the singer. 

Esper (13) describes the apparatus used by him in repeating the 

pioneer linguistic experiments of Thumb and Marbe (92) on analogic 

change. The experiment resulted in the verification of Thumb and 

Marbe’s results for American materials. Esper (12) later describes 

the Bradyscope, a device by means of which visual material is carried 

on a continuously moving chain, and presented at regular intervals 

and variable speeds. Exposure of the materials was effected by the 
automatic opening and closing of shutters. 

Gray (23) describes apparatus used by Buswell (6) in the latter’s 

study of the relation between eye-movements and voice in reading. 

Eye movements were recorded photographically, while a record of 

the voice was kept by a dictaphone. Buswell found that with in- 

creased reading ability the temporal span between the response of 

the eye and that of the voice increased. Ruschel (75) compared the 

learning of numbers and syllables when rehearsed by writing from 

sight, with the learning of spoken syllables. 

Thorson (91) criticized apparatus used to record tongue move- 

ments in early investigations of subvocal speech problems. She 

describes a modification of Sommer’s movement analyzer, together 

with controls adopted to eliminate the most conspicuous errors of 

earlier work. These are: the recording of movements other than 

tongue movements as speech responses, suggestion to the subject 

arising from the use of the apparatus. She concludes that tongue 

movements are not the invariable accompaniments of internal speech. 

Rexroad (68) describes the apparatus later used by him in his study 

of the relation of subvocal speech to manual activity. Miles and 

Shen (54) describe apparatus for the study of visual movement. 

This apparatus was later used by Tinker (94) in his study of eye 

movements during silent reading. Handrick (25) describes a device 

for recording time intervals in complicated word association prob- 

lems. Pauli (59) describes an improvement on the Lippmann and 

Marx memory apparatus. 

VIII. MiscELLANEOUS AND GENERAL ARTICLES 

Tsai and Abernethy (101) investigated the recognition and recall 

of Chinese characters by American students. They found difficulty 
of recognition to be independent of the complexity of the character. 
Lotspeich (46) gives a Freudian interpretation to the characters of 
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the Chinese written language. Wilkins (114) shows the effect of 

change of material to do formal syllogistic reasoning. 

Jespersen (34, 35,36) discusses the causes of language changes. 

He believes that the approach to the factors operating in language 

evolution may best be learned through a study of the language of 

the child. He believes that a great many changes are to be accounted 

for by the great difference in speech between parent and adolescent. 

From a linguistic standpoint, Vendryes (103) treates speech sounds, 

vocabulary, grammar; as also do Marouzeau (49) and Scott (81). 

Hoffman (28) gives a general historical account of the problems of 

the psychology of reading. Judd (37,38) gave early attention to the 

scientific study of language. He has called attention to the lack of an 

adequate consideration of the problems of language by psychologists. 
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I. 

The psychology of language has but recently claimed an amount 

of attention approximating that which it deserves. Esper (25) in 

reviewing the work on language prior to 1921 remarked, “ This 

field is not being extensively worked by psychologists and this in 

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL REFERENCES 

spite of the fact that a large proportion of the apparently most per- 

plexing problems in psychology are really language problems.” He 

predicted more work upon language in the future. Much of this 

work has now been done and is herein summarized, particularly with 

reference to the subject of language learning. 

Kantor (49) writing in 1922 regards language as our most per- 

vasive sort of action. He reiterates the need for an adequate and 

scientific study of the field. His own discussion is general and is 

at its best in the classification of the types of language reaction 

systems. 

Although, as Esper, Kantor, and others have remarked, the field 

of language merits more investigation, yet the past has not been 

entirely unproductive of linguistic research. The intuitive approach 

was made from many angles. Ament (1), Chamberlin (17), Gutz- 

man (38), Hocart (43), Lasch (53), Miller (58,59), Paul (65), 

Van Ginneken (90), Whitney (97), and Wundt (102, 103, 104) are 

but a few of the names to be associated with the scientific study of 

linguistics before 1915. 

De Laguna (21) illustrates perhaps as well as any other single 

writer the characteristic differences between the older and newer 

approaches. This writer stresses certain of the genetic aspects of 

language and leans toward a behavioristic treatment of the topic. 

Buchanan and Mac Phee (12) have compiled an excellent bibli- 

ography (annotated) upon many phases of language research. Its 

recency (1928) makes it a serviceable volume for ready reference. 

Il. THe OBSERVATION AND MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE GROWTH 

AND LEARNING 

l. General discussions. Rogge (73,74) holds that a compound 

word is formed from two words which are combined to emphasize 
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the meaning. Renan(71), discussing another genetic phase of 

language, reacts against theological theories, sees nothing innate in 

language, and refuses to admit Grimm’s first monosyllabic stage. 

Sechrist (78) has studied the psychology of unconventional language. 

He draws many parallels between such language and children’s lan- 

guage and believes that unconventional language is concerned with 

expression more than communication. Flagstad (28) holds that the 

“ word image ” is a complex of visual, auditory, and motor elements. 

Therefore, in language learning, the interrelation of the senses is 

important. Buehler (13) cites three functions of language: (1) the 

expressive, (2) the social, (3) the representative. The first two 

functions are found among animals; the third, in man alone. In the 

language learning of the child, too, the representative substitution of 

words for outside objects appears relatively late. 

Naville and de Saussure (60) have noted anomalies in the develop- 
ment of writing and language in children. Kellogg (50) stresses the 

enormous difference in the learning of human language and the 

highest animal languages known. Whereas chicks have two or three 

cries and adult hens perhaps twenty, Stern (84) reports his child as 

having forty-five words at one and one-half years and many gestures 

besides. In spite of these differences, however, the language learning 

of human beings varies in quantity only from that of the chick 

according to Kellogg. Guillaume (37) believes language learning is 

not purely passive but that the child passes through definite stages. 

He made a study of the letters of illiterates and found three types 

of error: (1) contractions, (2) splitting of words, (3) confusion of 

homonyms. Garnier (31) recounts some interesting facts on infant 

language learning. Children learning French and Dutch at the same 

time were found quite unable to translate words from one language 

to the other, though understanding both. Gastinel (32) commenting 

upon the acquisition of written language points out that spelling 

mistakes (French) arise from a lack of correspondence between the 

sound of the word and the letters. Foucault (30) regards the false 

beliefs of children as arising from generalization on an insufficient 

number of cases. The child, when in the early stages of his language 

learning, lacks comprehension of the meaning of words and hence 

makes errors of perception. Delacroix (23) after stressing the fact 

that the child does not invent language, gives two principal processes 

in the learning of language: (1) the suiting of words to situations, 

(2) the perfection of articulation by trial and error. Campbrook (16) 
regarding comparative achievements in language learning holds that 
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girls are superior to boys in foreign language learning. This con- 

clusion is not based upon experimental data but is assumed to arise 

from differences in motivation. 

2. Types of Measurement of Language Learning. Esper (26) 

studied associative interference in artificial language learning. His 

results show that fluctuations of sensori-motor concomitants of the 

learning process produce mixtures in articulation sequences. Further, 

interference is greatest when the linguistic material deviates from 

English habits of syllable division. In this work, the artificial lan- 

guage designated certain geometric figures. It was found that the 

names of figures of a given category tend to be assimilated to names 

of figures in that category. Colvin and Allen (19) found that the 

stage reached in language learning plays a large part in educational 

test performance. They compared the scores of 173 Americans and 

163 Italians ( Lippincott-Chapman Classroom Products Survey Tests) 

and found significant differences in scores favoring the Americans. 

Handschin (39) has devised tests for the discovering of types of 

learners in language. The tests consist of various methods of pre- 

sentation of varied material and an immediate test of the amount 

learned. For example, English words and sentences are presented 

audibly while Esperanto words and English equivalents are presented 

visually. Such tests are based on the hypothesis that Janguage types 

motor, visual, etc.) exist. The implication is that linguistic pedagogy 

should correspond to Tearning type. Wilson (100) has listed errors 

made in the learning of language by children from the schools of 

Indiana, Missouri, Idaho, lowa, and Ohio. He made three tests of 

language errors—of equal difficulty and in children’s language. 

Pintner (68) has measured progress in language learning in two 

schools (Trabue Scale B and C). Measurements were taken at the 

beginning and end of the year. Differences were marked and con- 

stant. Progress in language was markedly slack after the fifth grade. 

Early development was greatest. Weeks (93) using the Berkshire 

Word Test has measured vocabulary information. She regards such 

tests as a fair means for studying mental ability. Seibert (79) tested 

the relative efficiency of studying silently and aloud in language learn- 

ing. She found that although studying aloud consumed 67 per cent 

more time than studying silently, the latter was 15 per cent more 

efficient in relearning of material. 

3. Vocabulary Learning. There have been many studies, many of 
them single case observations, of the vocabulary learning of children. 
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Much of the early work on language from the genetic side was of 

this sort. Some of the typical studies are here cited. 

Snyder (82) studied the talk of a two-and-one-half year old boy. 
She noted the use of many imperative sentences, the antithetic nega- 

tive, and the fact that the child used metaphors more frequently than 

similes. Nice (61) recorded a chiid’s vocabulary learning in relation 

to the environment. The record was that of a child at the ages of 

eighteen months, three years, and four years. She concludes that a 

foundation of spoken English should precede the learning of a foreign 

language or reading. Kollarits (52) studied an adult Hungarian 

woman who had to learn German. Similarity to learning of a child 

was noted. Kenyeres (51) observed the language development of a 

Hungarian girl. He maintains that the order of appearance of the 

various parts of speech is not fixed but depends upon many variables. 

The main point of the study was the denial of clear cut stages in 

which various types of words appear. Hubman (46) emphasizes the 

value of having a speaking vocabulary before attempting to learn to 

read. She advocates the use of note books and memorized word lists 

for the acquisition of such a vocabulary. Heilig (42) recorded the 

size of a child’s vocabulary at various ages as 350 words at 23 months, 

455 at 24 months, 2,153 at 36 months. Grant (34) counted the words 

which a child used “ intelligently, of own accord.” The curve of 

growth in vocabulary was plotted by months. The record was from 

12 to 26 months. The curve of growth rose with no plateaux but 

with several significant declines. The vocabulary increased from 3 

1 to 260 words. Bush (14) studied the vocabulary of a three-year-ok 

girl. He stresses the error in common belief as to the size of a child’s 

vocabulary. The child which Bush studied knew 1,900 words. The 

record was secured by noting all the words which the child used six 

months before its third birthday. Brandenburg (10,11) recorded the 

conversation of a girl at 40 and 52 months for a whole day. He found 

that nouns were most numerous (42.2 per cent) and verbs were 

second (30.7 per cent). Boyd (9) studied the language learning of 

a child in Glasgow. He mentions a “ nascent feeling for words ” and 

attempts to explain the increase and decrease in the number of words 

of different types. Bohn (8) in studying the linguistic growth of a 

normal girl stresses the difficulty of determining exactly when sen- 

tences appear. He observed that interest in animals as denoted by 

vocabulary antedates that in plants. Bloch (7) studied his three 

children, the study beginning in the second year of each. The numbers 

of words in the vocabularies with attempted pronunciations were 
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noted for various ages. He classified the following changes in pro- 

nunciation: (1) simplification; (2) tendency to change initial sonants 

to surds; (3) surds within a word sometimes changed to sonants; 

(4) m and n often substituted for other consonants in words con- 

taining a nasal. Analogic changes were noted from the first months ; 

endings were frequently incorrectly added to words which resembled 

those words in which such endings correctly belonged. Beyer (6), in 

studying his own son, noted the use of symbols (e.g., hize), which 

were never deciphered. Bateman (4) after observing the language 

development of two sisters and a first cousin concludes that in spite 

of similar endowments, as measured by mental tests, environmental in- 

fluences make for wide differences in speech equipment. Weigel (94) 

stresses the importance of the first year in vocabulary acquisition. 

He argues for a language text with the largest amount of repetition. 

III. Spectat Devices 1n LANGUAGE LEARNING 

Barrows (3) describes the personnel and equipment of the pho- 

netics laboratory in Hamburg. A comparison is made of the pro- 

nunciation of letters in different languages recorded by the speech 

kymograph. Betz (5) compared so-called audile, visual, and motile 

learners. His results indicate some -value for dictation in language 

learning. Gates (33) paired pupils in chronological age, mental age 

intelligence quotient, and initial reading tests. One group he trained 

phonetically ; one group he did not so train. Test results showed that 

the phonetic method was no better and possibly slightly inferior 

to the nonphonetic method. Jones (47) stresses the importance of 

intonation in language learning. He gives intonation drawings in 

French and English with differences in meaning. Roudiére (76) 

laments the decline of French composition and recommends two 

courses in elementary French. She gives a list of formal exercises 

calculated to improve the composition of elementary school children. 

Sparkman (83) maintains that pronunciation cannot be learned by 

imitation alone. It must be mechanically presented and precedes all 

language learning. Thorson (86) measured the tongue movements of 

180 subjects during thought (internal speech). She used Sommer’s 

movement analyzer in modified form. Her conclusions are that move- 

ments of the tongue are not universal concomitants of internal speech. 

Warshaw (91) lays emphasis upon the need, if | anguage learning is _ 

to be successful, tor listing and removing habitually recurring difh- 

“culties. Zuccari (105) had ten subjects learn prose and poetry under 

natural conditions and under conditions where articulation was 
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inhibited. Seventy per cent more time was required when articulation 

was inhibited (by counting aloud). 

IV. Lancuace LEARNING AND THOUGHT 

Bally (2) holds that language is not purely an intellectual phe- 

nomenon. Language changes are group changes, spontaneous and 

emanating frequently from lower social strata. Delacroix (22), on 

the other hand, views language as the instrument of thought, becom- 

ing rich as does thought. Graves (35) asserts that we think in mental 

pictures, not in words. To him, true thinking in a language neces- 

sarily implies an obviating of the necessity of double translation 

through the native tongue. Judd (48) sees language as a higher 

form of reaction, complex and indirect. Panacelli (64) _investigated 

the “ will to learn” as an intellectual phenomenon and its effect-upon 

“language Tez ling. Material was presented by the auditory method 

to two groups of subjects; one group only was warned that repro- 

duction of the material would be expected. The group which had 

been warned was 28 per cent more efficient in recall on a subsequent 

test. Piaget (66) after an exhaustive study of the natural conversa- 

tions of children has concluded that words to the child do not rep- 

resent concepts (as do those of adults) but have an affective and 

magical coloring. Smith, Mead, and Peters (80) paired 53 Latin 

and non-Latin students. Reasoning tests were given at the beginning 

and end of a four months’ period. Non-Latin students appeared to 

gain more in reasoning ability but neither the numbers involved nor 

the control of variables warrant any general conclusions. Esper (27) 

repeated the work of Thumb and Marbe (87). His conclusions were 

confirmatory of the original findings which were that the greater the 

frequency of verbal associates in a group, the shorter are the average 

reaction times and that words of a given category tend to be associ- 

ated with words of the same category (e.g., adjectives with adjectives 

of opposite meaning). Finally, association-reaction times of children 

and uneducated adults are longer than those of educated adults but 

the favored associations are of the same type. Tomb (88) attempts 

to explain the facility with which children in India Tearn three or 

sy »s. He holds that children’s capacity to “speak and under- 

stand language is subconscious and intuitive. Welch and Burnett (95) 

declare primacy to be of minor importance in the association forma- 
tion of language learning when subjects are instructed not to repeat 

the first syllables (or material in general) while the last is being read. 

Williams (99) regards thinking in a foreign language as impossible. 
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What appears to be such thinking is in reality rapid translation. 

Whiteley (98) concludes after experimentation that the arousal prior 
to recall of an apperceptive disposition which is closely related to 

xemorized material has a greater inhibitive effect upon that recall 

than the arousal of an apperceptive system which is less closely related 

to the memorized material. 

V. BILINGUALISM AS A LEARNING PROBLEM 

The evidence on bilingualism is not voluminous but rather con- 

sistently points to the fact that the addition of the second language 

does not facilitate but rather inhibits or interferes with the learning 

of the first or that simultaneously acquired languages are mutually 

inhibitive. Henss (41) reports the injurious effect of bilingualism 

on the speech habits and other intellectual processes of children who 

learn two languages simultaneously. Ronjat (75) studied his own 

son. The father was French; the mother was German. Both were 

bilingual. The boy was spoken to in both languages by both parents. 

The child could make himself understood in German at the end of 

the twelfth month; the French vocabulary did not appear until fifteen 

months. Saer, Smith, and Hughes (77, 81) after extensive investiga- 

tion concluded that the monoglot English-speaking children in the 

rural districts of Wales showed superiority over bilinguals in the same 

districts. West (96) conducted investigations in Dacca, India. He 

rejects claims as to the disciplinary value of the second language. 

VI. Tue Errect or VARYING CONDITIONS UPON LEARNING 

Of considerable importance pedagogically in the study of language 

learning is a consideration of the effect of varying environmental 

conditions upon learning and the types of training leading to efficient 

learning. This is the practical side educationally of a problem which 

has many interesting theoretical angles. 

Pyle (69) has studied the best length of practice period. He 

employed subjects working in 15, 30, 45, and 60 minute intervals. 
The thirty minute period gave best results. Reed (70) summarizes 

the main problems of learning which he states as: (1) the formation 

of connections, (2) the strengthening of connections, (3) the elimina- 

tion of false connections. Robinson (72) holds for the advantage of 

primacy in language training. The explanation in terms of additional 

repetition does not diminish this importance except under arranged 

experimental conditions. House (44) using Roehm’s laboratory 

method with ninth grade pupils claims results in 65 hours com- 
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parable with those obtained in 135 hours under different methods. 

O’Brien (62) studied the effect of mode of presentation upon the 

learning process. Twelve methods of presentation were used. Intro- 

spective reports were taken. Partial conclusions showed that saying 

a seen word was of more value in learning than writing it and that 

writing was most efficient for fixing auditory material. McKee (57) 

taught spelling by the column and context methods. He used 275 

pupils in the seventh grade as subjects. Isolated words in columns 

were learned and compared with learning of these words in sentences, 

The experiment did not show superiority for either method. Mari- 

chelle (55,56) concludes that speech sound work in decomposition 

and recomposition of sounds has given no positive results of value 

in learning and teaching and that synthesized sounds as obtained by 

Helmholz should not be used in speech education. Libby (54) com- 

pares the word and sentence method of learning in Italian. Ten men 

and ten women ranging from sophomore to graduate work in college 

were subjects. There were eight practice periods; the material was 

words and sentences. Retention was measured after 48 hours and 

again after four weeks. Short sentences gave superior results. The 

value of the experiment is doubtful because the difficulty of subject 

matter was not controlled. Dearborn and Lincoln (20) found two 

short practice periods per day better than one long one. Hoyer (45) 

studied variation in a child’s cries as influenced by external conditions 

(hunger, pain, etc.). Articulate sounds (other than weeping) ap- 

peared in the seventh week; voluntary imitation in tenth week. 

Pan (63) tested the dependence of learning upon environmental situ- 

ation (context). The fifty-six subjects were required to memorize 

paired lists of words in various contexts. Later, recall was tested 

with the contexts present, absent, or altered. He concludes that both 

learning and recall are influenced by context and that a word context 

logically related to the response word exerted a beneficial effect upon 

the learning, and its removal or interchange during recall lessened the 

effect. Pick (67) cites Fisher to the effect that nonsense syllables 

have an expressive value. Pick reports a similar observation by 

Stumpf on his son and used this observation to support a contention 

that there is a resemblance between the form of an object and the 

sound of a word. 

VII. Types or TRAINING AND LEARNING EFFICIENCY 

Woodrow (101) studied the effect of type of training upon trans- 

fer. His results indicate the likelihood of transfer of methods of 
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study rather than specific content and imply an advantage to be 

obtained by training in study methods. Webb (92) studied the rela- 

tive efficiency of study-plus-attempted-recall and plain study with 

various types of material. Study with recall proved far superior. In 

language learning the results were: 65 per cent of students did better 

with attempted recall, 10 per cent did the same, 25 per cent did more 

poorly. Usnadze (89) presented six nonsense drawings to subjects 

who chose names for them from nonsense words. Usnadze believed 

that there was a correspondence between the word and drawing 

beyond the obvious association with meaningful material. He claims 
more than a chance agreement among subjects. Thorndike and 

Upton (85) decided that difficulty in learning depends not only upon 

abstractness but upon the rigor and precision required in treatment. 

Henmon (40) paired 54 sophomores taking word study with a like 

number who were not (groups of equal ability). The word study 

group showed superiority on such tests as the Terman Vocabulary 

Test and Trabue Completion Scale L. Henmon concludes that such 

word study classes are justified. 

Grinstead (36) learned German words in two ways: (1) reading 

for meaning and looking up unknown words, (2) looking up formal 

lists. He tested himself two hours and twenty-four hours later. The 

context method was superior in both cases: 3 per cent in the case of 

immediate recall, 8.8 per cent for delayed recall. Fletcher (29) argues 

for the translation method of language learning as being time saving 

and giving good final results in grammar. Erickson and King (24) 

compared 1,000 pupils from grades III to IX on the visual and 

oral presentation of lessons. In general, results were reliable (pupils 

retained same rank order) and the oral presentation was best. Results 

by grades were: third and fourth grades, oral method superior; fifth 

and sixth grades, results inconclusive; seventh and eighth grades, 

visual method best; ninth grade, oral better. Cole (18) claims that 

free composition gives better results than the translation method in 

developing ability to write a foreign language. Buswell (15) holds 

that the method of learning has a great effect on efficiency in language 

learning. He deems the direct method best. Discussion in detail is 

given on improvement in various types of language learning. 
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RECENT RESEARCH IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY 

BY LEE EDWARD TRAVIS 

University of lowa 

The studies selected for review are divided into three groups, as 

follows: (a) surveys; (b) studies of the etiology of speech disorders ;< 

and (c) studies of the symptomatology and nature of speech dis- 

orders. Certain of the studies reported compare speech defectives 

with normals in regard to functions not directly concerned with 

speech. The majority of these are attempts to determine the nature 

of the disorder, and have been so grouped. The studies will be pre- 

sented in chronological order. No attempt has been made to include 

the literature on aphasia. This literature has now become so enormous 

that it deserves separate consideration. Neither has an attempt been 

made to review well known English and German textbooks of Speech 

Pathology, some of which, especially that of Gutzmann (13) and 

that of Nadoleczny (19), contain reports of experimental work. It is 

felt that these works merit separate consideration also. 

Surveys. In 1912 Ballard (2) made two investigations, one by 

means of a questionnaire and the other by means of a personal 

examination of each case. In the first study 13,189 children were 

reported; 12,644 were dextrals (right-handed), 545 were sinistrals 

(left-handed), 399 were dextro-sinistrals (congenitally left-handed 

persons who write with the right hand) and 177 were stutterers. 

Over 4 per cent were sinstral and about 3 per cent were dextro- 

sinistral. About 11 per cent of the stutterers fell within the dextro- 

sinistral group. One and two-tenths per cent of the stutterers were 

dextrals; 1.1 per cent were pure sinistrals; and 4.3 per cent were 

dextro-sinistrals. ‘These figures indicate that stuttering is about four 

times as frequent among dextro-sinistrals as among the rest of the 

children./In a study of 944 mentally defective children, 6.5 per cent 
were sinistrals and 5 per cent were dextro-sinistrals ; 39 per cent of 

the stutterers were dextro-sinistrals; 19 per cent of the dextro- 

sinistrals were stutterers ; and 1.56 per cent of the nondextro-sinistrals 

were stutterers. 

In the second study carried on by means of a personal examination 

of each case, Ballard found from a school population of 11,939 
children, 2.7 per cent were sinistral (3.5 per cent for boys and 1.8 
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per cent for girls) ; 2.2 per cent were dextro-sinistral; 17 per cent 

of the dextro-sinistrals stuttered at present; and 25.8 per cent had 

stuttered. In those cases where no serious attempts had been made 

to change the skillful hand, not a single instance of stuttering ap- 
peared. Ballard cites a case of a naturally left-handed child who 

began to stutter after having been required to write with the right 

hand. For two years she was allowed to use her left hand in writing 
and the stuttering disappeared. Practice again with the right hand 

induced hesitancy and slight stuttering. The author concludes that 

there is some connection between handedness and the motor mecha- 

nism of speech, so that a disturbance of the former gives rise to a 

disturbance of the latter. From an examination of the scholastic 

records of 43 pure sinistrals and 187 dextro-sinistrals, Ballard be- 

lieves that there is a slight deterioration both in lingual and in 

general ability, resulting from attempts to make sinistrals ambi- 

dexterous{ Stutterers as a group were found to be rather above than 

below the average in general ability. 

Conradi (5) in 1912 determined that there are nearly half a 

million speech defective children in American schools. In an investi- 

gation of 87,440 school children in six American cities, he found 

that in every grade the average age of the stutterer is higher than 

that of the normal speaking child. He believes that the stuttering 

children are behind not because of mental inferiority but either 

because they are neglected by their teachers or because they are dis- 

couraged on account of a sensitiveness in regard to their trouble. 

In a study of 1,000 cases of stuttering Makuen (17) in 1914 

found that the occurrence of the affection is most frequent between 

the ages of two and five years and during puberty. Seventy-seven per 

cent of the stutterers were males.) He estimated that 85 per cent were 

of average mentality or above, 14 per cent slightly below average and 

1 per cent feebleminded. \The general health of the group was some- 

what below normal due possibly to faulty breathing during attempts 

at speech. Acute infectious diseases such as whooping cough, measles, 

scarlet fever, diphtheria and smallpox are important etiological 

factors. Thirty-nine per cent had or have relatives who stutter. 

Makuen thinks that heredity must be held responsible for the cortical 

speech mechanism which sooner or later gives rise to stuttering. 

Thirty-two per cent admitted of associating with stutterers in their 

own family; 28 per cent began to stutter following a shock, fall, or 

fright; 26 per cent had faulty vision due to faulty accommodation; 
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26 per cent had faulty hearing; and 97 per cent had nose and throat 

complaints. 

Blanton (3) in 1916 made an examination of 4,862 children 

ranging in age from four to eighteen years and found that 5.69 

per cent had speech defects; .72 per cent were stutterers; 3.27 per 

cent were lispers (those who gave the wrong sound for the con- 

sonants, s, z, t, and th), and 1.71 per cent belonged to a miscellaneous 

group (thick speech, indistinct speech, aphasia, mutism and nasality). 

There were three males to one female stutterer and a slightly greater 

number of male than female lispers. Thirty-five and seven-tenths 

per cent showed deformities of the jaws and teeth. Seventeen and 

seven-tenths per cent of the speech defectives were retarded two or 

more years in school. The number of defectives is greatest in the 

first grade and gradually diminishes until, when the eighth grade is 

reached, they have practically disappeared. 

frequent of all the speech defects. 

In 1916 Wallin (51) in a questionnaire survey of 89,057 pupils 
enrolled in the St. Louis schools showed that the total number of 

speech defectives of all kinds was 2.8 per cent of the total enrollment. 

Lispers represented 1.6 per cent of the total enrollment; stutterers, 

7 per cent; and all other defectives, .4 per cent. Male speech cases 

outnumbered female less than 2 to 1. Male stutterers outnumbered 

female stutterers 3 to 1; male lispers outnumbered female lispers 1.5 

to 1; and in “other types” of defects the males outnumbered the 

females 1.7 to 1. Two and eight-tenths per cent of all the pupils were 

left-handed ; 3.6 per cent of the beys and 2.1 per cent of the girls were 

left-handed ; 4.9 per cent of the speech defectives were left-handed ; 

9.9 per cent of the speech defectives were or had been left-handed; 

2 per cent of all the pupils enrolled were dextro-sinistrals. Only 9.4 

per cent of the dextro-sinistrals had speech defects, and only 6.8 per 

cent of the total number of speech defectives were dextro-sinistrals. 

Wallin concludes from these figures that the vast majority of our 

left-handed pupils who had been taught to write with the right hand 

had not developed any speech defects. Nine and five-tenths per cent 

of all the stutterers, 6.9 per cent of all the lispers, and 1.7 per cent 
of all the “ other types ” were dextro-sinistrals. Eighty-one and four- 

tenths per cent of 27 children for whom definite data were supplied 

began to stutter before they were given any instruction in writing in 

the schools. Wallin reasons from this that training the left-handed 

child to write with the right hand does not produce stuttering. Two 

and five-tenths per cent of all the boys as against 1.5 per cent of all 

Lisping is the most 
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the girls were dextro-sinistrals. However there was no difference in 

the prevalence of speech defects among the boy and girl dextro- 

sinistrals. Sixteen and nine-tenths per cent of the colored dextro- 

sinistrals had speech defects as against 8.9 per cent of the white 

dextro-sinistrals. \Speech defects were almost twice as prevalent 

among the colored as among the white children) Lisping was found 

to be twice as prevalent in the elementary schools as in the high 

schools and ten times as frequent in the special schools for mental 

defectives as in the elementary schools. For stuttering and the 

“other types” the frequency was about the same in the elementary 

and high schools but ten times as high in the special schools. More 

than one-fourth of all the pupils in the special classes were speech 

defectives. Indistinct articulation was more prevalent among mental 

defectives while stuttering was more prevalent among the normal, 

retarded and backward children than among the mental defectives. 

In regard to the onset of speech defects Wallin found that stuttering 

began before the age of six in 51.5 per cent of the cases; between 

the ages of six and ten in 9.5 per cent of the cases; and after the age 

of ten in 2.2 per cent of the cases. No data were supplied in 36,7 

per cent of the cases. If the cases for which no data were supplied 

are excluded, 81.4 per cent of the cases began to stutter before the 

age of six; 15 per cent between the ages of six and ten; and 3.4 

per cent after the age of ten. Thus the great majority of stuttering 

children began to stutter before formal instruction in the schools 

had been begun. Lisping began before the age of six in 50.4 per cent 

of the cases; between the ages of six and ten in 1.7 per cent of the 

cases; and after the age of ten in .4 per cent of the cases. No data 

were supplied in 47.4 per cent of the cases. If the latter cases are 

excluded, 96 per cent of the lispers began to lisp before the age of 

six; 3.2 per cent between the ages of six and ten; and 9 per cent 

after the age of ten. It is seen that lisping develops earlier than 

stuttering. While the prevalence of lisping decreases with advancing 

grades, the decrease is not entirely uniform. Lisping is more preva- 

lent in high school than in the three upper elementary grades. With 

stuttering the tendency is toward an increase from grade to grade 

but the increase is not uniform. There is a decided increase in the 

first and third grades, while after the eighth grade the number tends 

to decline. The average retardation of speech defectives was found 

to be one year. It is uniformly greater for stutterers than for lispers. 

In 1917 Scripture, Glogau and De Bra (37) carried on an investi- 

gation of 500 cases of speech defect and found that 25 per cent were 
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or had been left-handed or had some member of their family who 
was left-handed. Ninety-two per cent of these cases were stutterers 

and 8 per cent were lispers. The average mentality of the speech 

defectives was as high as that of the average school child. A further 
study of fourteen stutterers and two lispers showed that nine of the 

sixteen subjects had a stronger grip in the left than in the right hand. 

In tapping tests only two did better with the left hand. 

In 1926 Root (25) made a questionnaire study of 14,072 pupils 

in the public elementary schools of South Dakota. Stuttering, lisping, 

thick speech, agrammatism, and mutism constituted the speech dis- 

orders studied. Six and three-tenths per cent of the pupils presented 

a speech disorder. The lower grades showed the greatest number of 

speech defectives. Of the entire school population 2.6 per cent or 

41.2 per cent of all speech defectives were lispers; 1.2 per cent or 

19.0 per cent speech of all speech defectives were stutterers; 0.8 per 

cent or 12.7 per cent of all defectives presented thick speech; and 1.2 

per cent or 18.9 per cent of all defectives presented equal numbers of 

cases afflicted with nasality, mutism, and indistinct speech. The ratio 

of male to female speech defectives was 1.5 to 1.0. The ratio of 

male to female stutterers was 2.2 to 1. Pupils with speech disorders 

were, on the average, a half-grade behind the average pupils of the 

same age. Male speech defectives were more retarded than female. 

Pupils afflicted with indistinct speech were least able to make normal 

school progress. The other classes following in decreasing extent of 

retardation, were thick speech, mutism, lisping, nasality, and stutter- 

ing. (Contrary to general opinion, this survey shows that stutterers 

are able to make better progress in school work than any other type 

of speech defective, 

Studies of the Etiology of Speech Disorders: Nice (20) reported 

in 1915 a study of a naturally left-handed child who until she was 
two years old, was prevented from using her left hand. As she 

showed no signs of talking by two years of age the attempt to make 

her right-handed was given up. At three years four months her 

speech was so imperfect that few people could understand anything 

she said. At three years six months she suddenly began to improve. 

The improvement was striking at three years seven months. At four 

years six months she talked well—nearly as well as the average child 

of her age. Nice’s interpretation is that the interference with the 

child’s left-handedness until she was two years of age seemed to have 

caused the marked delay in the acquisition of normal speech. The 

improve:nent which began at three and a half years was not due to 
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training, for she received none. The development was entirely spon- 

taneouus when she had seemingly reached the stage when the disturb- 

ing influence was overcome. 

In 1915 Swift (42) made a study of twenty stutterers. He asked 

them to answer a question and then repeat a sentence after him. The 
question and sentence were “ Where do you live?” and “ The dog 

ran across the street.” After answering and repeating he asked the 

subjects to “ state whether there was any picture in the content of 

consciousness and how long it lasted; also whether that was detailed, 

intense or weak.” Ten made no visualization of their homes; one 

visualized home very slightly, two visualized home clearly but “ the 

picture vanished on speaking,” and seven who had been under treat- 

ment visualized home clearly. On repeating the dog statement ten 

stutterers made no visualization; one visualized faintly; four visual- 

ized well but “the picture vanished on speaking ”’; and five reported 

visualization but four of these had had treatment. A study of normal 

speakers showed that they without exception visualized clearly before 

and during speech. Further research concerned asking nineteen 

stutterers twenty-four questions designed to detect the presence or 

absence of imagery from the angles of movement, general sensation, 

hearing, slight, smell, taste and muscle sense. / Normals have a visual 

picture before and during speech.| Seven stutterers never visualized. 

In direct proportion as stuttering becomes less severe does visualiza- 

tion increase in frequency, strength and duration before and during 

utterance. In a word when visualization was present stuttering was 

absent and conversely. Therefore stuttering is an indication of 

absence or weak visualization which may be termed “ Visual Center 

Asthenia.” The kind of treatment in the home is one of the chief 

causes of lack of visualization. Interruptions of children’s early 

speech efforts, constant inattention of those to whom the children 

speak, “hearing other stutterers interrupt their own visualization 

processes as they stutter,” and other minor factors all operate to 

intensify an absence of visualization. Anger, singing, prayer, familiar 

sights, etc., relieve stuttering because they are conducive to presenting 

strong visual pictures. 

In a study of the histories of two hundred cases of stuttering that 

were admitted to the neurological department at the Vanderbilt Clinic, 

Scripture and Glogau (36) found in 1916 that among 171 male 
patients 33 stuttered because of a conflict between the mother tongue 

and English learned at school while in four more cases lisping in their 

own language had existed previous to stuttering. Among 29 female 
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patients there was only one to whom this cause could be attributed. 

These stutterers acquired stuttering at the ages of five to seven years 

when another language was introduced. Speech conflict as an etio- 

logical factor was met with almost exclusively in the Yiddish child 

of the male sex. 

In 1917 Claiborne (4) reported the case of his own son who was 

born left-handed. When his left-handedness became obvious to those 

who saw him Claiborne instructed and forced the child to use his right 

hand in preference to the left. Much difficulty was experienced in 

accomplishing the shift, but ultimately when the author commenced 

to see results, he noticed the child was stuttering, which continued 

until the boy became totally right-handed as a matter of habit. When 

once his dexterity had been completely changed his stuttering ceased. 

Claiborne studied a left-handed boy of seventeen who stuttered badly. 

He was strong, healthy and bright. With the aid of the parents he 

was induced to use the right hand exclusively. Within a year he 

showed improvement. In three years he spoke English, German and 

French fluently with an occasional halt on the sounds w and o. The 

records of several cases reported by other workers were included. 

They showed that in the attempt to produce right-handedness in 

purely left-handed children stuttering may be produced in the tran- 

sition stage. Inasmuch as the attempts to change the handedness 

were not persisted in in these cases, it was impossible to say whether 

or not the stuttering would have continued. Claiborne suggests that 

the shifting in dexterity produces contention between the two cerebral 

hemispheres which causes the lack of proper coordination of the 

speech muscles. 

Fletcher (8) in 1917 by using methods in common vogue in 

psychology found the following: (1) no permanent peculiarity of 

imagery to distinguish stutterers from normals; (2) no pure imagery 

type was found, each individual employing different types in the 

thought processes with a preponderance of visualizations; and 

(3) when the stutterer was to react by speaking he has a tendency to 

lose not only visual but all other kinds of imagery immediately before 

speaking. When asked to react by writing, detailed and in certain 

instances, vivid imagery was reported. 

In 1918 Nice (21) studied seven ambidexterous children who pre- 

sented retardation in speech development. II! health, defects of 

hearing, malformations of the vocal organs, adenoids, phonetics, and 

backwardness of intelligence did not seem to explain the retardation 

in speech of these cases. The only constant phenomenon that 
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appeared to be associated in all seven children was the more or less 

marked ambidexterity. These children showed a prolonged state of 

uncertainty as to which hand should lead which was paralleled by a 

lack of speech development. The conclusion is that as long as the 

dominant hand center was not definitely established the speech center 

could not be located. 

The results of many previous investigators showed that sensory 

stimuli, especially shock, occasion vasoconstriction in the periphery 

and vasodilatation in the brain. In a study of nine adult male stut- 

terers and one boy, all of a severe grade of stuttering, Robbins (26) 

in 1919 found vasoconstriction in the second finger of the right hand 

both during stuttering and during emotional shock. Stutterers 

experienced greater and more rapid vasoconstriction and slower 

recovery in shock than did normal speakers. On the whole stutterers 

experienced slightly greater vasoconstriction and slower recovery in 

shock than in stuttering. However, vasoconstriction was greater in 

stammering than in certain types of emotional shock. Recovery never 

occurred during a stuttering interval and it occurred but twice at the 

end of a stuttering interval. The amount of vasoconstriction and the 

time of recovery bore a direct relation to the severity of the stuttering. 

If a stutterer who has been taught to read without hesitancy attempted 

to read when the peripheral vasoconstriction from shock was at its 

maximum, he stuttered severely. Likewise a normal speaker was 

unable to speak a word during peripheral vasconstriction. Partially 

cured stutterers had less peripheral vasoconstriction and a shorter 

time of recovery. Fear of stuttering caused marked vasocon- 

striction even when the stutterer was making no effort to speak. 

A stutterer was unable to speak without hesitancy during peripheral 

vasoconstriction. From a study of normal speakers Robbins con- 

cluded that the vasoconstriction which always accompanied stuttering 

was not caused by reading or speaking per se, but by stuttering. The 

author concludes that the peripheral vasoconstriction indicates 

cerebral congestion which blurs imagery, especially auditory verbal 

imagery, and makes it impossible for the stutterer or the normal 

speaker for that matter to speak for the time being. 

A year later Robbins (27) had an opportunity to make a plethys- 

mographic study of a trephined stutterer. The patient was an adult 

stutterer who was described by Dr. Stanley Cobb as a mentally dull 

individual who had sustained a bullet wound of the right frontal 

region with no evidence of any brain injury. The stuttering began 

at the age of eight years due to a severe fright which rendered the 
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patient speechless for two hours. It was increased at the age of 
thirty when he was shot by a robber, the bullet splintering the skull 

bone over the right eye and necessitating a trephine. Every period 

of stuttering showed marked increase in brain volume accompanied 

by a greatly increased pulse. A single record showed that the patient 

had increased intracranial pressure during free speech but not as high 

as during severe stuttering. Pronounced shock, fear of stammering 

and emotions of every kind produced an increase in brain volume. 

Mental and physical work were accompanied by slight congestion in 

the brain. Sniffing was accompanied by marked increase in brain 

volume and in the size of pulse, while deep breathing was associated 

with a decrease in brain volume and in the size of the pulse. Robbins 

states that an increase in brain volume is an important factor in the 

production of stuttering. 

In 1920 Robbins (28) claims to have devised an objective test to 

determine the vividness of auditory, visual and kinaesthetic verbal 

imagery. In general it consisted of nonsense words of three or four 

letters so arranged as to provide various changes in pronunciation and 

in spelling without altering the pronunciation. The nonsense words 

were given to the subjects in three ways in order to test the three 

kinds of imagery. The application of the test to a study of twelve 

stutterers showed that stutterers and normals have the “ same average 

auditory imagery’ and the “same average kinaesthetic imagery.” 

“ The visual verbal imagery of the stammerers was but 75 per cent of 
that of the normal speakers. . . .” Robbins concludes that as few 

persons employ visual verbal imagery to any extent in speech there 

is nothing in verbal imagery to account for stuttering. 

Smith (38) in 1921 reported an interesting speech defect which 

followed the administration of ether. The patient was an adult 

female who had taken ether twice. No speech disturbances resulted 

from the first experience which lasted an hour. The second opera- 

tion, ten years after the first, consisted of the removal of the tonsils 

and adenoids and scraping of the nose which lasted twenty minutes. 

For two months after the operation the patient was greatly bothered 

with lisping. “ The general effect was that the patient had something 

in her mouth which interfered with tongue motion.” Sixteen months 

after the operation the impediment was still felt occasionally. The 

patient possessed very vivid motor, visual, auditory and pain images 

of the last surgical experience. “Every muscle and nerve in the 

experience could be easily called into play.” 

Starr (39) reported his first study of the metabolic etiology of 
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stuttering in 1922. The general procedure was to collect the saliva 

without the aid of a stimulus, to make the determination immediately 
after the ejection of the specimen without allowing it to stand or 

centrifuging it, “ and to employ 1 cubic cm. of the saliva for a deter- 

mination which is made by adding dibromothymolsulphonephthalein 

or phenolsulphonephthalein to the saliva diluted with water of an 

H ion concentration of pH 6.6-6.7, and comparing the resultant 

virage with those obtained by similar treatment of standard solutions 

of known pH.” 

The hydrogen ion concentration of human mixed saliva was deter- 

mined from 228 healthy normal subjects. The range was found to 

be from pH 5.95 to pH 7.25 and the mean pH 6.78. (The hydrogen 

ion concentration varies inversely as to direction with the pH. Con- 

sequently when the “salivary pH ” is spoken of as increasing, the 

hydrogen ion concentration of the mixed saliva is decreasing, and 

conversely.) In general, when the salivary pH was 6.60 or less, the 

individual appeared fatigued; when the salivary pH was about 7.00 

the individual appeared very energetic. A diurnal rhythm was indi- 

cated; there was a steady decrease in salivary pH during the after- 

noon which lasted until dinner at 6:00 p.m. However, when a sub- 

ject is emotionally excited his salivary pH increases regardless of the 

‘ 

time of day. 

The chemical causes of the hydrogen ion concentration of the 

mixed saliva was found to be carbon dioxide. Determinations of the 

salivary pH and simultaneous determinations of the carbon dioxide 

content of the alveolar air by means of the Fridericia method gave a 
definite correlation between salivary pH and the carbon dioxide con- 

tent of the alveolar air—the greater the former, the less the latter; 

i.e., the H ion concentration of the mixed saliva varies directly with 
the carbon dioxide content of the alveolar air. It was found that 

deep and vigorous breathing decreased the hydrogen ion concentration 

of the mixed saliva. A study was made of fifty-eight clinically diag- 

nosed sub-breathing stutterers which showed that they were over- 

loaded with carbon dioxide far in excess of normals. The mean 

salivary pH of the sub-breathing stutterers was 6.00. A study of 

psychopathic stutterers showed that they have a much lower hydrogen 

ion concentration and carbon dioxide content of the mixed saliva than 

have normal healthy individuals. The mean was pH 7.70 as deter- 

mined from a range of pH 7.15 to pH 8.00. The two groups of 

stutterers were next subjected to “ verbal goading.” On the whole 

the sub-breather showed no change in salivary pH while the psycho- 
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pathic showed a pronounced increase in salivary pH following the 
” verbal goading.” In addition it was found that the psychopathic 

stutterers not only showed a much more marked decrease in hydrogen 

jon concentration of mixed saliva than the sub-breathers under 

“verbal goading” but a much slower reéstablishment of the usual 

pH concentration. Inasmuch as 73.7 per cent of the stutterers exam- 

ined in the Speech Clinic of the University of Pennsylvania belonged 

to the sub-breathing group and have their organisms overloaded with 

carbon dioxide a definite therapeutic program is indicated; namely, 

the introduction of proper breathing exercises in the open air. A 

decrease in the carbohydrate content of the diet should also prove of 

benefit. The psychopathic stutterers are practically hopeless subjects 

for remedial measures 

In 1925 Nice (22) made a report of the speech development of 

her third daughter. 

was sixteen months old. 

The child did not take her first step until she 

Since her first year, she has been well. She 

has not had adenoids or any defects of her vocal or auditory appa- 

ratus. 

months. 

henomenal rate of eight a day. 
> 7 

normal speech. 

of rearing.” 

Her intelligence was normal. 

might have been a disturbing factor. 

She was more or less ambidexterous till the age of twenty-six 

The period of delayed speech 

development extended from the sixteenth to the thirty-eighth month. 

The thirty-eighth month marked a great change in this child. It 

was a gradual matter at first but her rate of learning accelerated each 

month, so that in her fortieth month she added new words at the 

From then on she rapidly acquired 

The author believes that the child was not a “ victim 

The digestive disorders from eight to eleven months 

In a study of 546 university freshmen Travis and Davis (43) in 

1926 found a significant difference between good speakers and speech 

defectives of the oral inaccuracy type in the sense of pitch, the sense 

of intensity and tonal memory as measured by the Seashore Tests of 

Musical Talent. 

intelligence. 

The normals were superior also to the defectives in 

Inasmuch as no correlation was found between scores 

on the Seashore tests and the intelligence tests it was thought that the 

two series of tests measured relatively unrelated capacities and that 

the normal speakers were superior in both. 

In a second study Starr (40) made fifty determinations of 

alveolar carbon dioxide tension of thirty-five normal college men, 

fifty determinations upon nineteen cured stutterers, originally of the 
sub-breathing type, and one hundred alveolar carbon dioxide tensions 
of nineteen sub-breathing stutterers at the time of their initial exam- 
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ination. In addition six normal subjects were placed and kept on a 

high carbohydrate diet until their CO. was considerably increased. 

In every instance, the specimens of alveolar air were taken about 

3 p.m. In general Starr found all of the alveolar COz2 values were 

within the physiologically normal limits but that there was a very 

definite range characteristic of each group. The normals tended 

toward the lower limits and the sub-breathing stutterers toward the 

upper. The cured stutterers occupied an intermediate position. In 

each of the normal cases subjected to a high carbohydrate diet an 

uncomfortable lassitude and in several a certain slowness of speech 
were produced but in no case did a true stutter appear. It is quite 

evident that the sub-breathing stutterer is overloaded with carbon 

dioxide. As his alveolar COs, diminishes by means of intensive 

breathing exercises, his speech and general behavior improves. Starr 

believes that it is not improbable that the sub-breathing stutterer 

possesses a faulty pneumotaxic respiratory center, relatively insensi- 

tive to its normal hormonic stimulus, or with an abnormally high 

threshold, so that the organism is forced to tolerate an unusually high 

partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the blood stream. 

In 1928 McDowell (16) selected from a school population of 

7,138 in seven New York City schools a group of 61 stutterers who 

were paired with a control group equivalent in chronological age, 

mental age, intelligence, sex, and language and racial background. 

30th groups were then subjected to the following testing program: 

(1) Pintner-Patterson Shorter Performance Scale, (2) Stanford 

Achievement Tests, (3) Woodworth-Matthews Questionnaire, 

(4) Woodworth-Cady Questionnaire, (5) Kent-Rosanoff Free Asso- 

ciation Test, (6) Wood-Rowell Health and Growth Examination, 

(7) a special test for correct pronunciation of vowels and consonants 

devised by the experimenter, and (8) the scale for judging person- 

ality traits used by Terman in his study of exceptionally bright chil- 

dren. No significant differences were found between the two groups 

except for the test of pronunciation. The author concludes that if 

the findings of her study are accepted as true, “ The procedure for 

corrective work with stuttering individuals would naturally swing 

toward a marked emphasis in the improvement of speech habits 

rather than upon the eradication of neuropathic or psychopathic 

tendencies in the individual.” 

Travis (50) reported in the present year an instance of the recur- 

rence of stuttering following a shift from normal to mirror writing. 

The patient was a male twenty-five years of age with a marked 
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writing disability. He possessed superior intelligence and good 
health. At the age of twelve he stuttered badly but had not stuttered 

since. A careful laboratory examination revealed essential ambi- 

dexterity, a severe grade of writing disability, left-eyedness, and 

exceptional ability to produce mirror-script with the right hand. 

Following the discovery of the patient’s ability to write in mirrored 

fashion he was advised to adopt this method of writing exclusively. 

After three days of writing in the mirrored script he began to stutter 

severely. He displayed both blockings and repetition. The stutter- 

ing continued for a month or until he wrote in the mirrored fashion 

from habit. It was thought that articulate speech and writing of the 

usual orientation had been associated in one hemisphere. When the 

patient began to write in mirrored form, a new pattern was brought 
into action; a pattern of the mirrored reversal of its predecessor 

which was resident in the other cerebral hemisphere. The occurrence 

of stuttering was due to a conflict between the two hemispheres com- 

parable to that which frequently occurs when right-handed writing 
is forced on a left-handed child. 

Studies of symptomatology and nature of speech disorders. 

Fletcher (7) in 1914 studied nine stutterers ranging in age from 

twelve to twenty-four years. By means of pneumographs and tam- 

bours records of thoracic and abdominal movements during breathing 

were obtained. In general he found the following: (1) no per- 

mament peculiarities of breathing unrelated to the function of speak- 

ing; (2) greater mean variations and averages in the breathing curves 

during stuttering than during normal speech; (3) retardation of 

inhalation during attempts at speech; (4) attempts to speak when the 

lungs are comparatively empty; (5) withholding of expiration during 

attempts at speech; (6) frequent interruptions of expiration by short, 

spasmodic inspirations during speech; (7) complete breaking up of 

the natural rhythm of breathing; and (8) lack of synchronism 

between thoracic and abdominal movements in speaking reaching in 

some instances a point-for-point opposition of phase. Breathing 

abnormalities seem to tend toward becoming stereotyped in certain 

forms for certain individual stutterers. A study of vocalization 

(Rousselot microphone) during the stutterer’s attempts at speech 

revealed the following: (1) vocalization during inspiration; (2) 

vocalization when the thoracic and abdominal breathing movements 

are out of phase; and (3) inefficient utilization of the expiration 

interval in vocalization. Psychophysical studies revealed the follow- 

ing: (1) a close correspondence between the degree of the severity 
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of stuttering and the amount of general rise and the degree of distor- 

tions of the plethysmograms; and (2) an increase in the pulse rate in 

the period anticipatory of speaking, at the beginning of the speaking 

interval, and at the close of the speaking interval. Galvanometric 

studies showed that the stutterer gives galvanic disturbances before 

and during speaking which correspond in degree with the severity of 

stuttering. Introspections by the stutterers revealed “ feelings of 
“< e 

fear,” “anxiety,” “uneasiness,” “distrust” of themselves, “ lack of 

*‘ dread,” “a feeling of strain,” “ feelings ” of sweating S&S: 
‘ confidence,” 

etc. 

Scripture has made voice studies of several types of nervous and 

mental disease patients. The recorder is a development of the 

phonautograph idea (Scott, Morey, Rousselot). When a person 

speaks into a metal mouthpiece, the vibrations and the puffs of air 

travel to an oiled-silk membrane whose movements are recorded by 

a long light lever on a kymograph. The method is adapted to clinical 

and bedside observations. The entire apparatus can be packed in a 

hand-bag. In 1916 Scripture (31,32) reported two studies; one of 

speech in disseminated sclerosis and the other of speech in general 

paralysis. 

“Ah” sung by a normal voice gives waves which begin faintly 

then rise quickly to full intensity. They are quite regular. Changes 

in pitch are even and never jerky. Records of the voices of cases of 

disseminated sclerosis showed peculiar irregular waves at the begin- 

ning and ending of tones. This indicates a defect in control of the 

crico-thyroid muscle in tensing the vocal bands. The peculiar vibra- 

tions are thus records of laryngeal ataxia. In addition these cases 

show decreased rate, increased fatigue, monotony in sentence melody, 

defective rhythm, irregular breathing and inaccuracy of enunciation. 

The study of general paralysis included twenty of the milder patients 

who did not show marked speech disturbances. In a record of 

hippopotamus the paretic gave a marked difference in the strengths 

of the explosives for the two examples of “p” whereas no great 

difference appeared in the normal record. The “t” had almost no 

explosion for the paretic. In the normal record the durations for the 

occlusion of “p,” “t” and “m” were not very different. In the 

paretic record the first “p” with a weak explosion had a longer 

duration than the second “ p” with a strong explosion; the “t” was 
almost absent and the “m” was most prolonged. In the paretic’s 
record of “ Peter Piper’s peppers ” two examples of “ p” had violent 

explosions, two bore moderately strong ones, and one had a very 

” 
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faint one. The duration of the occlusion in “ p” varied from rather 

long in the last “ p” to very short in the “ p” before it. There was 

no relation between duration of occlusion and strength of explosion. 

Records of the paretic’s sounds did not show the bizarre irregularities 

of movements affected by ataxia. Each particular sound was a fairly 

good one and was not misunderstood or mistaken for some other 
sound. The “p” with excessive explosion would have been quite 

normal in Irish; the “p” with no explosion would have been the 

proper one in French; that with excessive length of occlusion would 

have been the regular one in the dialect of Ziirich. Thus the paretic 

presents an uncertainty in the idea of type rather than in movement. 

The result is a lack of precision in speech for which Scripture has 

given the term asaphia rather than “ cortical ataxia.” Asaphia never 

appears in neurasthenia, psychasthenia, mania, or melancholia. All 

speech records he has made of general paralysis reveal asaphia.. Con- 

sequently if a record is negative for asaphia one should consider a 

diagnosis other than general paralysis. More advanced cases show 

more marked asaphia. In addition they present bad adjustment of 

the breath and the laryngeal tone; irregularity in the breath pressure; 

transposition, reduplication ; and syllable stuttering. 

In 1920 Scripture (33) reported a study of speech in muscular 

dystrophy, bulbar paralysis, disseminated sclerosis, neurasthenia, 

tabes, and general paresis. In making the sound “p” a patient with 

musuclar dystrophy does not keep the pressure of the lips firm. The 

weakness of the lips hinders complete closure so that there is no 

explosion but a gradual escape of air. Likewise in bulbar paralysis 

the weakness of the lips hinders complete closure for “p.” In 

addition the vocal cords improperly vibrate to produce “b” instead 

of “p.” The vibrations are irregular on account of the flabbiness 

of the vocal cords. In disseminated sclerosis the lips are held tightly 

closed for a longer time than normal. The vowel vibrations present 

sudden irregularities which indicate a fine intention tremor in the 

spanners of the vocal cords (crico-thyroid muscle). This disease 

process presents minute lesions in all parts of the nervous system, 

which include the taxic centers of the larynx. The irregularities due 

to destruction of the taxic centers (ataxia) are opposed by an effort 

at control; the result of this effort may be termed “ anataxia.” The 

patient with disseminated sclerosis feels his muscles jerking irregu- 

larly and makes efforts to control them, which results in a series of 

short pieces of vowel separated by silences instead of a smooth sound. 

In neurasthenia the enunciation of “ p” is thin and weak because the 
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breath pressure is relaxed before the lips are opened. Consequently 

no explosion occurs and the sound is like that of a French “p.” On 

the other hand the tabetic whose motor centers are intact gives no 

abnormalities of speech. The paretic gives marked irregularities in 

the length and the strength of the occlusion. The irregularities are 

in the entire form of the “ p” and not in the action of the individual 
muscles used to make it. As this control of types is really something 

different from the control of single muscles Scripture terms it 

“saphia.” Thus the unprecise movements of the paretic may be 

called asaphia and the efforts at extra precision anasaphia. In 

paresis we have motor asaphia. The speech of persons who have 

gradually lost their auditory acuity loses its melodious intonation. 

It may become irregular in loudness. Various sounds may lose in 

their distinctness. The speech organs show no defects in their 

movements but they do not make the movements desired due to the 

loss of the guiding influence of hearing. This condition Scripture 

calls sensory asaphia. The author distinguishes between praxia (the 

control of complex movements) taxia (the coordination of muscles 

in such a way that the movements are made correctly in general) and 

saphia (the coordination so that the movements are accurately 

adjusted to constant types). Ataxia produces unprecise movements, 

while apraxia often produces the wrong ones; moreover the move- 

ments in apraxia may not correspond to the purpose in hand, whereas 

they may correspond to some other purpose. 

Gopfert (12) in 1920 studied the speech melody in aphonia 

spastica and aphonia interrupta. The range of voice was decreased 

usually even after long treatment. Patients who have been aphonic 

often complain even after treatment that they are unable to utter 

high and low sounds and that they can speak only on one level. The 

author wanted to have objective records in relation to these subjective 

complaints. He used the Marbe’schen Sprachmelodieapparat which 
is built according to the principle of Koenig’s flame. If a pipe which 

is open at one end and closed at the other by a swinging membrane 

is filled with gas this gas will assume the vibration of the membrane 

and if the gas is lighted the flame will rhythmically increase and 

decrease. If one uses a smoking flame, for instance, one of smoking 

acetylin, and pulls a paper through the flame one can record a number 

of smoke rings printed on the paper. The author used two pipes of 

this type, one which was connected with a 100 double vibration tuning 

fork for recording time, and the other for recording the voice. The 
level of speech, the change of pitch of the spoken voice, and the 
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speech melody were recorded in the smoke rings. With this arrange- 

ment he found that the larger the difference is between the average 

pitch and the highest and lowest possible pitch the richer is the speech 

melody. The following findings were reported: (1) in cases of 

aphonia and of treated aphonia the range of pitch was small and the 

pitch level hardly ever changed; (2) the speech melody of women 

was richer than that of men; (3) in apparently cured aphonia there 

was a limitation of the range of voice; (4) deaf mute children had 

very poor speech melody; (5) acquired deafness on an organic basis 

lead to limitation of range of pitch; (6) cases of hysterical deafness 

also showed this phenomenon; and (7) stutterers often spoke with a 

higher average pitch than normals and show relatively little deviation 

of this pitch in their speech melody. The examination of three 

dementia precox soldiers showed stereotypic monotony of the speech 

elody. Speech records in cases of mental illness were recommended. 

Scripture (34, 35) in 1921 reported two studies of speech inscrip- 

tions which he held would aid in differential diagnosis of nervous 

liseases. For normal subjects the voice waves start weakly and rise 

moothly and rapidly to their full amplitude. The waves are approxi- 

mately of the same length. If there are changes they are very gradual. 

In bulbar paralysis the voice waves are approximately equal in length 

but irregular in extent and the whole voice line seems to be blown 

upward. The irregularity of the extent of the waves was thought to 

be due to flabby vocal cords as the results of degeneration of the 

motor centers for the vocal and thyroarytenoid muscles. The blowing 

upward of the voice line occurs whenever the closure of the glottis 

is incomplete. In disseminated sclerosis there is a striking irregu- 

larity in the length of the beginning voice waves. This indicates 

laryngeal ataxia. The hysteric presents continuous fluctuations at the 

rate of about five per second between long strong waves and short 

weak ones. These fluctuations are due to voice tremor. A study of 
‘ “é the occlusive consonants “p” and “t” showed that in general 

paralysis the occlusions vary in length and the explosions in intensity. 

The patient with advanced disseminated sclerosis gasps at the start 

of a phrase and gives long occlusions. When he tries to let out the 

gentle stream of air acquired for “s’” he produces a violent hiss. 

Cases of muscular dystrophy, bulbar paralysis, general paralysis in 

the early stage, melancholia, stuttering, and epilepsy show no or only 

slight changes in the speech melody whereas the voice in normal 

speech rises and falls to a remarkable extent. The epileptic’s voice 

although it may show the pitch to rise and fall, does not present the 
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small pitch fluctuations found in all normal voices. Epilepsy is the 

only disease where flexibility of the voice is lost without the intro- 

duction of monotony. Extensive studies of normal persons indicate 

that the melody of speech is the expression of the person’s emotional 

condition and attitude. Excessive rise and fall of the voice with 

excessive flexibility would be interpreted as the expression of a feel- 

ing of great complacence. Lessened rise and fall of the voice with 

lessened flexibility would be interpreted as the expression of resist- 

ance or sternness. It is suggested that the inflexibility of the 

epileptic’s voice expresses his permanent resistance to his 

environment. 

An observation by Goett (11) in 1921 is included in this review 

because of its importance in connection with the significance of asso- 

ciated movements in speech cases. He has studied a large number of 

children in regard to movements associated with opening of the 

mouth. He found in a large percentage of cases the extension and 

expansion of the fingers accompanying the movement in a certain 

age. He did not see it before the age of one and one-half years; he 

found it in every case between six and seven years, while the relative 

number decreases again up to the twelfth year where it disappears. 

He assumes that these simultaneous movements are accompanied by 

a vague concept of the tendency to open. In some cases he observed 

the contrary, that a forced compression of the mouth was accompanied 

by forced closing of the fist. He believes that these associated move- 

ments belong to the group which Forrester has called “ Unzweck- 

massig”’ and thinks that they belong to a lower level of motor 

reaction. 

In a personal communication Dr. Erich Lindemann of the lowa 

Psychopathic Hospital states that he has observed an eighteen year 

old boy in an acute state of confusion with pronounced negativism 

and impulsive action who showed a peculiar contraction of the oris 

obicularis which handicapped him in speaking in giving a pressed 

character to his utterances. When the patient begins to talk he 

extends and spreads his fingers in a flash-like pseudo-spontaneous 

way. The diagnosis is a catatonic condition. It is thought that this 

patient may present a regression to the infantile form of associated 

movements described by Goett. 

Draesecke (6) reports in 1921 the following observations of 

school children. When he asked them to open their mouths for 
inspection they would have characteristic associative movements of 
the hands. These movements consisted of an extension-expansion 
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of the fingers of both hands. He observed them mainly in children 

from nine to eleven years of age. Among several hundred children 

90 per cent showed this phenomenon. The author calls attention to 

the fact that children who begin to write have associative movements 

of their mouths. He also observed a boy of seven years who showed 

with every opening of the mouth a strong contraction of the 

platysma. In this case the mother and the sister of the boy had the 

same associated movements. The platysma which we see innervated 

accompanying strong effort of the extremities in normal cases was 

here innervated even with the slight effort of opening the mouth. 

The author believes that a similar mechanism may very well be 

responsible for the numerous associated movements of stutterers and 

recommends a special study of the form and distribution of such 

movements, 

Gerstmann and Schilder (10) in 1921 approached the problem of 

associated movements from another angle. The authors had been 

reporting in several articles the different forms of extrapyramidal 

syndromes and report in this paper several cases of postencephalitis 

which showed pronounced disturbances of speech. In two cases the 

disturbances cannot be distinguished from stuttering. The disturb- 

ances showed the symptoms of an initial block and tonic and clonic 

hypertonicity. Stuttering which is most pronounced in the beginning 

of speech, disappears gradually and after a few minutes the speech is 

perfectly free. This speech disturbance appeared four months after 

acute encephalitis. The patient has no disturbance in chewing and 

swallowing. He is a sixteen year old boy who was observed in 

Vienna in 1920. The patient shows akinesis of the whole musculature 

and rigidity to a light degree. Every passing movement, even the 

smallest, leads to a sudden hypertonicity in the extended muscle 

This hypertonicity appears not only in the extended muscle but also 

to a lesser degree in the antagonistic muscle. In the antagonistic the 

hypertonicity appears in several rhythmical clonic-like impulses. It 

is important that this hypertonicity resulting from passive movement 

is apt to transfer to other muscles, from one joint to the other joint 

and from one extremity to the other extremity. Active movements 

are not followed by this type of hypertonicity. Mentally the boy is 

somewhat childish and inaccessible. Another patient twenty-six 

years of age presented a similar picture of initial block in speaking 

(tonic stuttering), tongue movements, a slowing of the chewing 

process, and clonic tremor of the skeletal musculature. This case 

showed the same hypertonic responses to passive movements. The 
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authors distinguish four forms of extrapyramidal disturbances of 

movement: (1) plastic type; (2) proprioreactive type; (3) reactive 

type; and (4) reflectoric type. They ascribe the above disturbances 

to the fourth type. The second part of the paper is devoted to a 

study of a syndrome which the authors call extrapyramidal pseudo- 

bulbar paralysis. By this they mean those motor disturbances of the 

pseudobulbar type which appear only in connection with extrapyrami- 

dal disturbances and do not show any supranuclear lesions and which 

give a picture different from the genuine pseudobulbar paralysis. 

The syndrome shows the following symptoms: facial rigidity, saliva- 

tion, disturbances in respiration, difficulty in swallowing, disturbance 

in phonation and in the initial act of speaking. There are no signs 

of paralysis in the lips, tongue, jaws, pharynx, palate or phonation 

muscles. Every muscle can be innervated voluntarily but the involun- 

tary automatic muscle functions are disturbed. This happens espe- 

cially for the movements of expression which Forrester has called 

primary automatic movements and movements are disturbed only 

insofar as automatic involuntary components of innervation are 

involved. This is contrary to the genuine pseudobulbar paralysis. 

In the latter the process is the following: muscles which cannot be 

innervated voluntarily come into action in emotion automatically and 

lead to an exaggerated contraction of a large group of muscles with 

increase and distortion of the mimical movements. Compulsory 

laughing or crying can result. The syndrome investigated here is 

never connected with compulsory laughing or crying. Here voluntary 

actions are possible, involuntary ones are not. The disturbance of 

respiration which is important for the speech mechanism also shows 

two qualities: (1) a type of neurotic anxiety respiration; and (2) a 

very inconsistent and rapidly changing type. On the basis of these 

breathing disturbances the disturbance of speech shows a very 

peculiar picture. It is not a true disturbance of articulation, but is 

rather an initial block in speaking. The patients seem to be in the 

necessity to overcome first an obstacle with apparent hypertonicity. 

The initial picture can hardly be distinguished from tonic and clonic 

stuttering. 

The authors seem to have described here two forms of stuttering 

of organic basis with definite localization, namely, in the basal ganglia. 

In 1923 Anderson (1) compared a number of stutterers with a 

number of normals in regard to special test performances which were 

practically outside the field of speech. In the foot tapping test stut- 
terers were not inferior to normals. In a hand coordination test 
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college stutterers were not inferior to college normals but graded 

school stutterers tended to be inferior to graded school normals. In 

the hand coordination test stutterers tend to do more poorly without 

than with the metronome. Visual-kinesthetic tests indicated that 

normals are slightly superior to stutterers. Visual imagery tests 

showed no relationship between vividness of visual imagery and 

severity of stuttering. In amount of inhibition (forbidden responses ) 

stutterers did not differ from normals. Excitable cases did show a lack 

of inhibition. In another test of inhibition it was found that the 

stutterers have fewer partially inhibited responses than either the 

normals or the excitable cases. “‘ When the trials of the inhibition 

test were made more difficult the stutterers, unlike the normals, 

showed a tendency to develop in the arm undue muscular tensions 

which persisted between responses.” The stutterer seems to display 

a lack of ability to inhibit an impulse after it has gained partial 

expression. Simple reaction time, free association and analogies tests 

revealed no differences between stutterers and normals. A complex 

reaction time test showed that stutterers are not more variable in 

their performances from trial to trial than normals. In only one of 

the tests used in his research, namely the hand coordination test, did 

Anderson find a sex difference which corresponded to the difference 

found between the stutterers and the normals. The girls made 

fewer errors. 

In 1923 Meyendorf (18) reported that lesions of certain distinct 

parts of the brain give consistently distinct disturbances in articula- 

tion. For example, destructions of the motor nuclei of the hypo- 

glossus, the vagus, the recurrent laryngeal, and the glossopharyngeal 

give paralysis of specific muscle groups but not the loss of general 

coordination in speech. Lesions in the pons cerebri cause slow, 

scanning speech typical of multiple sclerosis. Often the lip sounds 

are missing. Lesions in the cerebellum produce speech disturbances 

because of the disturbances appearing in muscle tone. According to 

Meyendorf the corpus striatum has nothing to do with speech. 

Froéschels (9) has tried to utilize phonetic experiments for the 

study of the dysarthrias which Schilder has described from a clinical 

point of view. His aim was to determine the relationship between 
respiration, laryngeal movements and articulation in the different 

forms of dysarthrias. He used a pneumograph, a laryngograph and 

Zwaardemaker’s apparatus for the recording of articulation. Instead 

of the Rousselot balloon to record the lip and tongue tip movements 
he used a little rubber olive. He first examined a case of palilalia 
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which has been described by Leyer as iterative form of dysarthria. 
He believes that palilalia is characterized not only by the repetition 

of syllables and words but also by the repetition of single sounds and 

that in this form it is very closely related to stuttering. His goal was 

to discover whether apparent tonic disturbances of speech are, in 
reality, masked forms of palilalia. He describes a patient of eighteen 

years who after an encephalitis showed a speech disturbance char- 

acterized by an exaggeration of the closing pressure during the 

pronunciation of “t” and by a retardation of the opening of the 

organs of articulation. This clinical picture according to the objective 

records really consisted of a fine change in closing and opening of 

the clonic type. In a case of pseudobulbar paralysis the author found 

a severe disturbance of the rhythm of respiration in speech, which 

had not been noticed in the clinical observation. The record for the 

thoracic respiration presented small oscillations very similar to fre- 

quent inspiratory movements. The abdominal respiration was char- 

acterized also by a number of small oscillations and by the fact that 

it does not return to the zero line. In articulation this patient showed 

rapid changes in the record when she had to say the same syllable 

several times. In another case which from the clinical observation, 

offered a very similar picture of speech defect, the pneumogram and 

the records of articulation were almost normal when the vowels were 

not changed, but if the patient was asked to pronounce pa pe pi po pu 

she showed a marked deviation from the normal in the record. Not 

the pronunciation of the different syllables but the connection of 

syllables containing different sounds was disturbed. The author then 

studied a case of choreatic speech disturbance and found again that 

the pronunciation of single syllables and their repetition were not 

disturbed but the connection of different syllables was faulty. The 

author believes that some form of recording speech is an indispensible 

help in the discrimination of organic and psychogenic dysarthrias. 

He gives this example: A thirty-five-year-old woman was suffering 

from a speech disturbance characterized by the fact that the vowels 

did not immediately follow the consonants but were separated from 

them by a short pause with respiratory blocking. The beginning of 

the vowel sounded as if it oceurred at the beginning of a word and 

not after a consonant. The initiation was harsh, the pitch of the 

vowel fluctuated through a wide range, and a large number of associ- 

ated movements especially contraction of the platysma accompanied 

the speech. This patient when examined with a phonetic apparatus 
“ was able to pronounce a clear “a” for the duration of 12 seconds 
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obviously because her attention was taken by this complicated form 

of examination. The laryngogram proved that she was able to 

utter sounds in the correct way. This was taken as the origin of 

the therapeutic approach. The disorder was considered psychogenic 

and cured by hypnosis. 

Isserlin (14) in 1924 studied normal and neurological cases by 

the phonophotographic method. He examined among others an 

injured soldier with dysarthric disturbance. The pronunciation of 

“t” was disturbed in a tonic way. This sound was associated with 

rough oscillations of the larynx of a frequency of 600 to 700 per 

second. The “r” could not be stopped at the right moment. The 

patient was not able to pronounce the word “ electricitat.” In some 

records the “r” 

was used for the “1” 

sound did not appear at all. On the other hand it 

sound. He examined also a paretic patient. 

The record showed that this patient frequently interchanged sounds, 

In most cases of dysarthria the regular 

time relation of the movements of the mouth and: larynx were dis- 

turbed. The explosive sounds were distorted by vowel-like noises 

which were ten times as long in duration as a normal explosive sound. 

The voiceless consonants were interrupted by voiced interpositions. 

“ 
for instance “r 

There was a tendency to replace the “r” by 

‘and “g” by an and “k’ 

= ite “hh” 

“r”-like utterance. 

a vowel-like utterance 

All these disturbances 

must be considered as disturbances of coordination. 

In 1924 Sachs (29) called attention to the fact that all speech 

movements are bilaterally symmetrical but the speech center is mono- 

lateral. It is not astonishing that the action of the hand is controlled 

by a monolateral center, but it is not quite understandable that the 

bilateral movements of speech are controlled by a monolateral center 

also. If right-handedness is responsible for final predominance of 

the left hemisphere and if in this connection by a probable economy 

of cerebral activity speech also came to have a monolateral cerebral 

representation we have to ask what role do the “ repressed ’”’ centers 

of the right cortex play. We may assume that only the storage of 

words occurred in the left hemisphere but for the speech movements 

action in both hemispheres is necessary. If now the hierarchic rela- 

tion of the two hemispheres is disturbed for some reason we have to 
expect disturbance in sound formation which will result in stutter- 

ing. Some forms of stuttering at least seem to indicate that the 

impulses which are equal in both hemispheres instead of fusing with 

each other harmoniously, follow each other separated by a short 

interval as it were, and interfering with each other, show their bilat- 
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eral origin. The author mentions for comparison that alternating 

currents of low frequency give interrupted optic sensations while 

currents of high frequency lead to fusion of afferent impulses so that 

a continuous sensation results. If this is true the author says that 

the logophobia which forms the center of Frdéschel’s theory of stut- 

tering would be only a secondary factor in the disturbance. The 

author offers clinical proofs for this theory. First he has found that 

relatively many left-handed people are stutterers; second, that a 

number of war veterans whose right hand had to be amputated be- 

came stutterers when trained to use their left hand for writing; and 

third, he observed a case of stuttering which improved after a stroke 

resulting in right-sided hemiplegia. The author tries to visualize 

antagonism of impulses coming from corresponding parts of the brain 

cortex by reminding us of antagonism which exists for optic percep- 

tions of both eyes if different stimuli are applied to corresponding 

points of the two retina. Disturbances of predominance similar to 

the one observed in stuttering may be seen in the optic field under 

certain conditions. We know that concomitant strabismus leads to 

the dominance of one eye without disturbance of the bilaterally sym- 

metrical eye movements. In such conditions the binocular vision is 

badly disturbed if by operation the relation of the two eyes to each 

other is corrected. Double vision and three-fold vision appear as 

the result of the antagonism between the impulses transmitted by the 

originally dominant eye and the impulses by the other eye which is 

now supposed to play an equivalent part in the visual perception. 

The author encourages the searching for other anomalies of bilateral 

innervation. 

Schilling (30) in 1925 made a study of those disturbances of 

speech which follow affections of the extra-pyramidal system. He 

examined several cases of what Schilder had called the extra- 

pyramidal form of pseudobulbar paralysis. In these cases respiration 

in rest is characterized by uniformity in so far as the coordination of 

different partial respiratory activities is concerned. On the other 

hand the extent of the respiratory movements and their speed show 

a larger fluctuation than we see in normals. Not the coordination 

but the space and time distribution of central innervation impulses 

is disturbed. Speech respiration is characterized by an abnormal 

regularity of the thoracic and abdominal movements which gives a 

complete synchronism between the two breathing units. The range 

of pitch in the speech melody is decreased. The pitch changes very 

little in speaking. It is equal and uniform and independent of the 
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mood and the emotions of the patient. The pitch of a single sound, 

on the other hand, is not constant but shows small fluctuations. 

Intensity of speech sounds shows no fluctuation. 

He discussed an encephalitic patient twelve years of age who 

presented a speech disturbance characterized by indistinctness, abrupt- 

ness and lack of volume. She showed the typical Parkinsonian syn- 

drome with rigidity and hypokinesis in the skeletal muscles. She 

spoke with sudden starts and stops. Her speech level was d! and 

her speech range a to a’. She could not maintain a vowel longer 

than 1% seconds. Repetitive speech was possible for only short 

sentences while propositional speech was not possible at all. The 

respiratory curve even in the markedly irregular curves of speech 

respiration showed absolute parallelism and synchronism between 
abdominal and thoracic movements. 

In 1926 Panconcelli-Calzia (24) studied by means of a labiograph 

and the laryngo-phonograph a patient who presented a double facial 

paralysis. Both pieces of apparatus transmit the movements of the 

lips and of the larynx to the kymograph. The patient’s curves showed 

very characteristic deviations from the normal in all sounds which 

involve the use of the lips. In addition they showed typical com- 

pensatory movements of the jaw and tongue. These deviations can 

be shown to appear as long as eight months after apparent recovery 

of the patient. When the patient’s speech seems to be perfectly 

natural for clinical observation the records still show the signs of 

labial insufficiency. 

In 1926 Travis (44) made a photographic study of the stutterer’s 

voice and speech. In a single sustained tone, the stutterer had less 

pitch fluctuation after an emotional shock than under normal cir- 

cumstances while the normal had more. In making habitual state- 

ments the stutterer had a smaller range in pitch than the normal. 

In making statements signifying belittlement the stutterer had a 

greater range in pitch than the normal. The stutterer took longer 

than the normal to complete a statement of belittlement whereas no 

time differences were found between the two in completing habitual 

statements. The stutterer had a greater pitch range when speaking 

in the presence of threatened injury and under mental effort than 

under conditions of relaxation while just the opposite was true of 

normal. The stutterer took a higher pitch for speaking under con- 

ditions of relaxation than the normal. 

In 1927 Stinchfield (41) reported that at Mount Holyoke College 

in 1923-24, 50 per cent of the girls sent home at midsemester for 
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failure in college work had been classified in the speech correction 

group. In 1925-26 eleven of the fourteen girls who failed in the 

September competitive examinations, had been classified in the speech 

correction group. In the same year 41 per cent of the girls in this 

group had made low scores in silent and in oral reading at the 

beginning of the Freshman year. Further analysis in 1,126 students 

for four years beginning 1922 showed that in scholarship 32 per cent 
of the special corrective group were in the two highest groups, 52 

per cent in the two lowest groups, and 16 per cent close to the mid- 

line, whereas in intelligence 43 per cent were in the two highest 
groups, 33 per cent in the two lowest groups, and 24 per cent in the 

middle group. It is evident that something happened academically 

to these students. A further analysis in 1926 of 41 speech defectives 

and an equal number of girls with superior speech showed that the 

former group presented more cases with colds, influenza and ton- 

silitis, fewer cases with tonsilectomy and more individuals with very 

poor posture. In addition the speech defective group was inferior 

in scholarship but not in intelligence, and below the superior group 

in the Stinchfield-Blanton Speech Measurements and the Seashore 

Tests for Musical Talent. Statistical consideration of the various test 

scores indicates that speech, intelligence, scholarship and auditory 

discrimination are not causally related. There is some evidence that 

the more intelligent students respond more rapidly to corrective treat- 

ment. A larger percentage of speech defectives come from public 

rather than from private schools whereas a larger number of the 

superior groups come from private schools. 

Travis (45,46) in 1927 reported two studies in stuttering. One 

study pertained to the breathing movements during stuttering. It 

showed a dysintegration of certain of the motor speech units that 

manifested itself in the following ways: “(1) a complete antagonism 

between the action of the thorax and that of the abdomen; (2) a 

marked synchronism between the movements of the larynx and those 

of the various units of the breathing apparatus; (3) a marked pro- 

longation of inspiration; (4) large vertical movements of the larynx 

during inspiration ; (5) clonic and tonic spasms of the various muscles 

of speech production; and (6) the apparent introduction of a new 

tremor rate in the abdomen.” The second paper reported a photo- 

graphic study of the voice in stuttering. The photographic records 
showed the following: (1) the presence of a vibrato and tremolo; 

(2) periods of tonal fixation; (3) marked prolongation of tones; 
(4) periodic fluctuation of breath pressure before, between and after 
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tones; (5) short periods of vibrations before the voice waves proper 

begin; (6) bizarre waves in the voice curve which present marked 

variation in length; (7) groups of oscillations of high frequency but 

low amplitude at a rate of approximately 16 per second between tones, 

after a tone or during vocalization; and (8) long series of oscillations 

at about 500 per second which are initiated extremely suddenly by a 
wave of much greater amplitude than any of its followers. None of 

these are common in photographs of the voice in normal speech. 

Travis (47) in 1928 reported the influence of social stimulation 

upon the stutterer’s speed in free association. He found that the 

presence of a co-working group is unfavorable to the speed of the 

process of free association. Allport had determined earlier that a 

social situation acts as a stimulus to the normal speaker. 

Travis and Fagan (48) in 1928 made a study of the patellar 

and Achilles reflexes during stuttering. The reflexes have a greater 

amplitude during the speech of normal speakers than during silent 

periods. In the stutterers during stuttering there is an increase in 

amplitude comparable to the speaking period of the normal speakers. 

Vhen the stutterer is speaking freely in contrast to the period of 

free speech of normal speakers the amplitude of the two reflexes is 

less than during silent periods. The variations in resistance offered 

by the pendant hand to an unexpected blow are directly comparable 

to these reflex variations. 

Lindsley (15) in 1928 made 100 respiration curves of six severe 

stutterers. The records were made of (a) normal breathing, (b) 

reading, and (c) conversation. “After a number of records had 

been taken they were shown to the subject and their significance ex- 

plained to him. Then further records were made in which the subject 

was instructed to make a careful and conscious attempt to coordinate 

his respiration with oral punctuation of word grouping.” The records 

show the following: (a) radical respiratory incodrdinations ; irregu- 

larity and lack of self-control accompanying speech incodrdinations ; 

(b) in some cases these respiratory disturbances involved the entire 

musculature; (c) pneumograph records can be used to objectify for 
the subject his respiratory disorders and to make clear to him the 

nature and importance of breath control; (d) marked improvement 

can be effected in the treatment of stuttering by such means; and 

(e) such an apparatus can be used in normal speech courses to 

objectify the nature and importance of breath control in effective 

use of the vocal mechanism. 

Last year Travis (49) in a study of 48 stutterers reported that 
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“ right-handed ” stutterers are more facile with the left than with 

the right hand in mirror tracing while right-handed normals are more 

facile with the right. There was a greater number of left-eyed 

individuals among “ right-handed” stutterers than among right- 

handed normals. 

Orton and Travis (23) in 1929 made a study of action currents 

in stutterers. They found that when the currents of muscular action 

from both forearms are recorded during simultaneous voluntary con- 

tractions, they may appear simultaneously in the two arms, but in by 

far the greater number of trials the action currents from one arm 

precede those from the other by a short interval. In records of 

right-handed normal speakers, the number of times that the action 

currents precede in the right arm far exceeds the precedence in the 

left, and also far exceeds the incidence of the simultaneous leads. In 

“ right-handed ” stutterers the greater number of leads is in the left 

arm, and the number of simultaneous leads is much greater than in 

the normal speakers. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PHONETICS 

BY MIFETON METFESSEL 

State University of lowa 

This review consists of summaries of the problems which are 

receiving general attention at the present time by experimental 

phoneticians. There has been no previous review in the PsycHo- 

LOGICAL BULLETIN under the heading of experimental phonetics. 

Those articles which are included have been chosen either as typical 

of a point of view, or illustrative of research along a certain line. 

It has been necessary to reach back to a few articles which have 

been reviewed in different settings in the PsycHoLoGicaAL BULLETIN 

to present differing attacks on the problems considered. Much of 

the work in phonetic laboratories is concerned with the analysis of 

speech sounds of a particular language or dialect, and unless the 

results of such researches have general interest, they are necessarily 

omitted. 

Apparatus. The past decade has witnessed a jump in the quality 

of devices applicable for a study of the voice. Some of these are only 

indirectly available to the phonetic laboratory. 

Schilling (82) has made an interesting survey of the standardized 

apparatus and methods of Continental phonetic laboratories. He 

included a detailed and illustrated description of Gutzmann’s 

Gurtelpneumograph, Marey’s pneumograph, Ganske’s tambour, 

Schilling’s diaphragmograph, Gutzmann’s laryngograph, Calzia- 

Schneider’s larynx recorder, Zumsteg’s laryngostroboscope, Wethlo’s 

turbine-stroboscope, Zwaardemaker’s multiple recorder, Wilczewski’s 

labiograph, Calzia-Schneider’s breath volume measurer, Griitzner’s 

interference tube apparatus, and Calzia’s lioretgraph for amplified 

recording of phonograph waves. He has an excellent bibliography. 

Scripture (87) has perfected his Mundsprachzeichner for efficient 

dual recording of breath pressure and sound waves. He has built up 

a system of speech “ atoms ” and “ molecules ” based upon the curves 

produced by the Mundsprachzeichner. Calzia (71) describes a lever 

which records breathing and the like with rectilinear ordinates. He 

has adapted a device (70) for laryngostroboscopy (Hegener) to 

either observation or stereoscopic photography of the vocal cords. 
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He is preparing a moving picture reel of studies with this device, to 

supplement his motion pictures of artificial larynx action and the 

lips (73). Calzia (70) also gives a description of his Autophonoskop, 

which permits a subject to observe his own vocal cords at the same 

time they are studied by the experimenter, and explains the process 
(Paka) whereby ordinary graphic representation of speech can be 

engraved and impressed on wax for recording (69). Zwaarde- 

maker’s (107) multiple recorder gives a graphic representation of 

lips, jaw, soft palate, and thyroid cartilage movements, the latter in 

both vertical and horizontal directions. 

Hajek (29,30) goes into detail concerning the apparatus and 

methods for disc phonograph recording now in use in the Exner 

Phonogramm Archiv, the history of which Hajek (28) writes in a 

third article. MacKenzie (49) treats the latest method of recording 
by variable density of light on a film, wliile Frederick (22) does the 

same for the lateral cut disc record. The pioneer work in electrical 

recording in wax was done in the Bell Telephone Laboratories by 

Maxfield and Harrison (50). Frederick (22) determined that the 

frequency range from 30 to 8,000 is practically free from distortion. 

The Westinghouse Osiso (42) is an oscillograph, arranged for 

sound wave projection and adapted to phonophotography. It has 

met with some success at the hands of Goldstein (26) in teaching the 

deaf to speak. Foremost among the practical and inexpensive light 

levers are the Dorsey phonelescope (13) and the Lapp undula- 

graph (41). The latter makes up in sensitiveness what it lacks in 

sturdiness. Anderson (2) has developed two simple means of cali- 

brating the sensitivity of light levers, comparing the amplitude of 

tuning forks with the amplitude of light vibration, or the latter with 

the center of a bowed string with known components. 

Helmholtz’s method of voice analysis by means of resonators has 

been improved upon by D’Albe (12), who places a small rectangle 

of mica with a mirror at one end so as to vibrate at the opening of 

the resonator. Light reflected from the mirror vibrates according to 
the sound in the resonator. The reviewer (54) has a device which 

automatically graphs voice melody, either directly or from phonograph 

records, and which measures frequency of vibration from any source. 

Tiffin and the reviewer (56) have replaced the Koenig four-sided 

mirror for sound wave projection with revolving cardboard wings, 

which is essentially moving the screen on which the waves are pro- 

jected. Wegel and Moore (101) have perfected a harmonic analyzer 
which analyzes a wave in five minutes by an electrical process. 
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Sacia’s (76) photomechanical sound wave analyzer can give a com- 

posite energy-frequency value for a complete speech sound. Crandall 

and Sacia (8) used a condenser transmitter, an amplifying system, 

and an oscillograph of their own design which yielded very accurate 

results. Russell (75) describes a satisfactory method of taking and 

developing X-rays of the tongue positions. He states that the method 

of development is most important. 
The vowel triangle. Applied phonetics has accepted without ques- 

tion the physiological vowel triangle. (Vowels arranged schemati- 

cally from the vowel in meet, which arches against the alveolar ridge, 

to ah in progressive downward and backward steps, and then from ah 

up to the vowel in food, with the tongue arching upward and back- 

ward for each successive vowel). Russell (75) has recently pub- 

lished a monograph on X-ray studies of tongue positions, and finds 

that the physiological vowel triangle is fallacious. His X-rays show 

that there is no consistency for any tongue position of any vowel, 

from individual to individual. Russell explains that the differences 

in the structures of the pharyngeal and buccal cavities are too great 

among individuals to permit a particular tongue position to uni- 

versally create the essential cavity capacity for a given vowel. Inci- 

dentally, the classification of vowels in the triangle accepted by the 

International Phonetic Association (educational phonetics) into 

“open” and “ closed,” on the basis of distance of tongue bulge from 

the hard palate, draws Russell’s fire. He is somewhat doubtful of 

“ narrow-wide ” and “ tense-lax ” divisions of vowels. In a personal 

communication, Russell has told the writer that he believes it impos- 

sible for speech teachers to prescribe the tongue positions of the 

vowel triangle, or any such physiological arrangement, and get results 

from those positions. 

Jones (32) has discarded the vowel triangle for the cardinal 
vowel chart, in which he arranges eight vowels which are acoustically 

equidistant to his ear. Thus aw is considered as between ah and oh. 

He has recorded these cardinal vowels on a commercial phonograph 

record. Jones, however, contends that the tongue arches roughly in 

accordance with the acoustic arrangement. He stresses the “ organic- 

acoustic ’’ method of teaching vowel production, linking the muscular 
sensation with the quality of the sound. 

Characteristic frequency zones of vowels. The traditional classi- 

fication of vowels into those with single resonance (such as in food) 
and those with double resonance (as in meet) is being questioned. 
Paget (63, 64), whose work was done on his own voice particularly 
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with whispered vowels, located two relatively close frequency regions 

characterizing the so-called single resonance vowels. Crandall (10) 
in looking over some of his previous data (9) likewise found two 

primary resonance peaks for every vowel. In this work he had 

weighted his energy measurements with corresponding ear sensitivity 

for given frequencies. 
In contrast, Liddell in his three monographs (43, 44, 46) arranges 

a vowel tone spectrum without respect to any double resonance 

regions, assigning a single characteristic frequency for each vowel 

in the spectrum. He is concerned with the “ net-quality ” (43), 

which is the resultant of all exaggerated partials. A single value for 

net-quality, determined by his quality-constant formula, is the dis- 

tinguishing element of a vowel, and not a number of exaggerated 

partials at given frequencies. The quality-constant of the vowel in 
food, may be lower than the fundamental, explaining why sopranos 

can produce it. In singing the quality-constant does not vary, and is 

the average of the changing quality-constants of speech sounds. The 

so-called double resonance vowel (like in meet) is given a single 

quality-constant to represent it (44), so that the resultant is 1,810 

for meet instead of 308 and 3,100 as in Miller’s calculations. Ina 

diphthong (46) the quality-constant shifts from one part of the 

spectrum to another through at least one other quality-constant band. 

Fletcher (16) noted that the initial consonants in yes and when like- 

wise have transitional characteristics. 

Abas (1) states that characteristic resonance centers are made up 

of more than three partials. Ogden (62, p. 97) has projected a 
psychological twist to the nature of the frequency zone when per- 

ceived, by proposing to make vocables a unique type of sense percep- 

tion, separate from tones of musical instruments, for example. He 

interprets Hermann’s formant as a region where tones which ordi- 

narily are bright (Abraham) are actually dull, and when perceived in 

the appropriate complex of fundamental and overtones, a vowel is the 

result. The energy in a formant is distributed, and not sharply con- 

centrated, and the former is a condition for the production of a dull 

tone, and the latter for a bright. Jung (34) has compared Jaensch’s 
theory (31) with Stumpf’s and Helmholtz’ work, and found that 
Jaensch’s holds only for the so-called single resonance vowels. 

Are there harmonic partials in the vocal cords? Stumpf (98) in 

agreeing with the Helmholtz theory that vowels are composed of a 

combination of harmonic tones, infers that because he has analyzed 

vowels into harmonics, that such harmonic partials exist in the source. 
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Scripture (85) argues that the vocal cords do not vibrate like a violin 

string, but that they emit a series of puffs (Dodart) which have 

certain complex forms containing frictional sinusoids. The puff 
forms may be analyzed into harmonics by Fourier analysis, and this 

analysis gives only an approximation of energy distribution, not a 

proof that there are harmonics in the vocal cords (84). Stumpf and 

Scripture are typical of the two points of view, and the disagreement 
is a question of fact. 

West (103) claims that by stroboscopy he has seen nodes in the 

action of the vocal cords, indicating a type of vibration likened to the 

violin string. Calzia’s stroboscopic moving pictures (73) of the cords 

showed total rather than nodal vibration. Metzger (58) was able 

to see nodes or not, according to the way in which he manipulated his 

stroboscope, and he maintains that the nodes West saw were a 

stroboscopic illusion. To sum up, it would seem that there is no proof 
that the vocal cords vibrate like a violin string. 

Source of characteristic vowel frequencies. The Willis-Hermann 

cavity tone theory of the source of characteristic vowel energy 

regions, and the Wheatstone-Helmholtz resonated harmonic partial 

theory each still have exponents. The question hinges about whether 

the vowel is made up of two independent sound sources, the vocal 

cords plus the cavity tone, or one source, the cord tone, which is 

modified in the cavities above. 

Scripture (84, 86,89), the contemporary exponent of the Willis 

theory, claims that the recurrent puffs, which are fairly regular, 

arouse natural vibrations of the pharyngeal and buccal cavities. He 

holds that the molecular movement of a vowel cannot be analyzed at 

the present time, because an equation to express it involves three inde- 

pendent variables. The natural vibrations of the cavity are damped 

sinusoids and should be treated as such, rather than by Fourier 

analysis, which treats a complex vibration as having sustained 

sinusoids. 

On the other hand, Stumpf (97), Kasansky and Rschevkin (38), 

Abas (1), Bowman (4) and others, find that analysis of a vowel 

involving the assumption of the resonated harmonic partial is suffi- 

cient for their purposes. Scripture places a somewhat different inter- 

pretation on these results, as will subsequently be pointed out. 

Lullies (48) experimenting with a reed and resonator has decided in 

favor of the Hermann-Scripture theory. 

Are the characteristic frequencies of a vowel harmonic or inhar- 

monic to the cord frequency? Although they represent two different 
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considerations, the statements of the source of the characteristic 

vowel frequencies and the latter’s relation to the cord’s frequency, 

are generally definitely tied together. The Helmholtz theory is gen- 

erally stated by current writers with the phrase “the harmonics of 

the vocal cords.” That is, if a vowel is due to resonance, it is the 

resonance of harmonics of the vocal cords. Or to consider the source 

of the vowel as the free damped vibrations of the pharyngeal and 

buccal cavities is to imply that a vowel frequency is independent of 

any integer relationship to the cord frequency. The Helmholtz theory 

is far from being accepted, as some of its exponents claim. 

Scripture (84) points out that Miller’s analyses indicated an 

inharmonic in the vowel because of a regional spread of energy in a 

number of adjacent harmonies, whereas for musical instruments 

strong single harmonics appear at certain places. The regional 

spread is due to the method of harmonic analysis applied to the meas- 

urement of energy of an inharmonic. Inharmonic analysis would 

locate the energy at one frequency instead of distributing it (86, 89). 

It should be noted that Scripture uses the term “ inharmonic” to 

represent a relatively periodic frequency which does not have an 

integer relationship to the cord frequency. 

Crandall (9) spoke of “transients” (inharmonics) occurring in 

the physical make-up of his vowels. He did not attempt to sum up 

all his results on the basis of the harmonic theory. Kasansky and 

Rschevkin (38) in dealing only with harmonic overtones found that 

frequently two harmonic overtones an octave apart (fourth or eighth, 

second or fourth) were strengthened. Fletcher (19) has reminded 

phoneticians that thirty years ago Rayleigh showed that the harmonic- 

inharmonic concepts were merely two views of the same thing, a 

difference of method rather than fact, when considering vowels 

physically. 

Abas (1) holds that the frequencies of the characteristic zones are 

harmonic, whereas the inharmonic occur because of friction of the 

organs of speech. Here “inharmonic” is used in the sense of 

a-periodic, just as Kasansky and Rschevkin (38) use it in referring 

to the voice inharmonics due to a vibrating voice. (The fluctuations 

are between 20 and 50 per second.) Bouman (4) found the partials 

of vowels harmonic throughout, but that there were deviations be- 

cause of mouth walls, resulting in changes in the finer differences 

of vocal quality. Using an electric resonator for analyzing vowels, 
he found that defective walls of the mouth cavity made the partials 

more harmonic, and that the mouth walls therefore tended to make 
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the voice partials inharmonic. Russell (75) agrees that the lining 

of the cavities above the cords is such that it would favor or damp 

certain constituents of the cord complex. 

Synthetic vowel experiments and their significance. Stumpf (98) 

synthesized vowels by adding together harmonic components. He 

used twenty-eight pipes, which produced pure tones because their 

partials were obliterated by interference tubes (Griitzner). His 

results were parallel to Miller’s. He tried replacing the harmonic 

components with inharmonic, and found a marked change in vowel 
character in low components but not so much in high. Scripture (84) 

produced vowels by sounding the tone of a siren into a resonator lined 

with wet absorbent cotton, setting up the damped vibration in the 

resonator. Stewart (96) has produced vowels by electrical resonance 

circuits, one periodic electrical interruption exciting natural damped 

oscillations of two associated circuits. Whispered vowels required 

a-periodic interruptions. Paget (65,67) constructed double reso- 

nators of plasticene. By breathing through them he has produced 

whispered vowels and by sending the tones of vibrating reeds 

through them, he heard intoned vowels. Eccles and Wagstaffe (14) 
have followed Paget but used an electrical method with three fre- 

quencies, two to correspond to Paget’s characteristic frequencies, and 

one to correspond to the fundamental. Likewise they produced 

vowels. Crandall (10) determined that the method of excitation of 

the resonator in the mechanical type of artificial vowel production to 

be of prime importance. He used both a reed and the saw-toothed 

A. C. wave suggested by Sacia, which has a fundamental and many 

harmonics, with but fair results upon a double resonator system of 

cardboard and plasticene models. A tube at least fifteen inches long 

must be used between air supply and artificial larynx before the latter 

will vibrate properly. 

It would seem that the Wheatstone-Helmholtz-Miller and the 

Willis-Hermann-Scripture theories are both substantiated by syn- 

thetic experiments. Evidently synthesis of vowels proves nothing 

about the physiological or physical nature of vowels, either that the 

vocal cords vibrate with harmonic segments or emit puffs with 

complex forms; or that the source of a vowel frequency zone is a 

mathematical limitation and that the vowel frequency really is but 

one outstanding frequency generally inharmonic to the cord fre- 
quency ; or that the vowel frequency zone is due to an amplification of 
the cords’ harmonics. Whether adding together harmonics in certain 

relationships, or by periodically exciting free damped vibrations, or 
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by varying the size or distance of holes in a siren (Jaensch, Lach- 

mund), or even by merely scratching a curve by hand and mechani- 

cally transferring it to a phonograph record (86), it seems that all 

that is done is to produce a wave-form which the ear interprets as a 

vowel. 

Consonants. The location of critical frequency zones of certain 

semi-vowels or consonants, and the physical structure of others has 

not progressed as far as with vowels. Stumpf (97) assigns single 

regions for the consonants within the limits of the upper region of 

the so-called double resonance vowels. Paget (65,66) attributes 

fairly fixed resonators to vowels (other than diphthongs), but rapidly 

changing resonances to certain consonants. He has found that other 

consonants are characterized by three or four resonance regions, 

Man, for example, has an upper, an oral, a nasal, and a lower-throat 

resonance. He found no difference in the regions of the initial con- 

sonant of good than for done, and so ascribed the difference to the 

fact that the latter has a greater rapidity of closure than the former. 

Crandall (10) stated that it is possible to differentiate vowels and 

consonants on the basis of number of resonance regions, the former 

having two and the latter more than two. Paget (67) claims that the 

difference between a surd and a sonant is due to the relationship of 

the size of the opening between the vocal cords to that above the 

cords. If both are large, or both small, a sonant is produced, while 

if one is large and the other small, the result is a surd. Sacia and 

Beck (78) state that semi-vowels and consonants have less inherent 

power than do vowels, although the distinction between semi-vowels 

and consonants on this basis is not well defined. 

The voice fundamental, or cord tone. Fletcher (17) in a very 

interesting experiment filtered out the first two or three harmonic 

components of the vowel ah, and found that not only did ah remain 

in the sound but that the fundamental (corresponding to the cord 

tone) also remained. He accounted for the fundamental remaining 

on the basis of the different tones of the harmonics, which always 

have the same frequency as the fundamental. Eisenberg (15) in a 

somewhat similar experiment found that obliteration of the funda- 

mental below 400 dv. made little difference with ah; 1,000 dv. 

seemed to be a critical region, because cutting out frequencies in 
the region made great changes. Scripture (86,89) differs in his 

interpretation of Fletcher’s experiment. Most vowel analyses of 

ah show that physically ah lacks a fundamental and that the 

first two overtones have little energy in them. The sensation of 
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tone of what is ordinarily termed fundamental is due to the repetition 

of something. Cutting out the energy of the first three harmonics of 

ah did not remove that repetition of the wave form at the rate cor- 

responding to the tone heard. 
Trendelenburg (99) objects to Scripture’s statement that physi- 

cally there is no fundamental, stating that he has vowels in which 

analysis shows 30 per cent of the energy to go into it. This differ- 

ence seems to be a question of where the characteristic frequencies of 
a vowel are located with respect to the cord frequency. Stumpf (98) 

reveals that the fundamental is sometimes the partial with the most 

energy, when it falls within the characteristic vowel zone. The 

energy of the fundamental is greatest in shoot, and sheet, and least 

in ah. 

Simon (93) studied the variability of the cord tone from wave to 

wave, and found that in both singing and speaking it was in a con- 

tinual state of flux. Abas (1) has extended this to include not only a 

continual change of wave-length but likewise of wave-form. Crandall 

and Sacia (8) recognized these facts when they made a composite 

analysis of a complete speech sound by the Fourier method, grouping 

the results into a distribution curve instead of graphing relative 

strength of harmonics. 

Sacia (77) mentions that he associates a high “ peak factor” 

with a resonant voice. This is somewhat on the same order as state- 

ments of phoneticians that a good voice has a strong fundamental, or 

has one peak of the voice wave relatively high above the level of the 

other peaks. Sacia’s “ peak factor’ introduces a quantitative method 

of studying this observation. 

General physical characteristics of voice. In this field the 

phonetician strikes a gold mine in the literature of the Bell Telephone 

Laboratories, particularly the work of the late Doctor Crandall and 

Doctor Harvey Fletcher. This work has been admirably organized 

in a recent book by Fletcher (21) on speech and hearing, which the 

writer received just before this manuscript was ready for press. 

Crandall and MacKenzie (7) found that the lower frequencies of 

speech were much more important than studies previous to 1922 had 

shown. They eliminated the large recording errors in the lower 

ranges. Their work was concerned with a total picture of voice 

energy. Fletcher (16) then pointed out that while the lower fre- 

quencies accounted for most of the energy, the frequencies respon- 

sible for correct interpretation of voice sounds were above a thou- 

sand. The th, f, and v sounds were composed mostly of very high 
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frequencies with weak inherent energy, and were frequently mistaken 

for each other. Eighty-five per cent of speech would be understood 

if either all the frequencies below 1,000 or above 3,000 were omitted. 

Jones (33) set the limits for voice frequencies between 60 and 6,000 

per second. Speech makes use of the central area of the limits of 

both pitch and intensity perception. Wente (102) has made an inter- 

esting application of these facts to auditorium acoustics. Sound 

absorbing materials should be designed to cut down the reverberation 

time of low frequencies rather than the high, for even if all fre- 

quencies in speech below 500 were cut out, the intelligibility of speech 
would be reduced only 2 per cent. 

Sonority. Zwaardemaker (108) has resolved the carrying power 

of vocal sounds (sonority) into physical intensity and ear sensitivity, 

although duration of the sound may be a factor up to a certain point. 

Sonority can be measured by multiplying the physical intensity 

(measured by a Rayleigh disc) by a relative ear sensitivity coefficient. 

The latter [Fletcher and Wegel (20)] shows that ear sensitivity 

parallels the acoustic scale of the lower frequency zones of vowels, 

the ear being least sensitive for food and meet, and most sensitive for 

ah, the sound which carries farthest. Sacia (77) and Sacia and 

Beck (78) have shown that vowels have relatively inherent power in 

the same ascending scale as the lower characteristic regions, with the 

exception of the vowel in ton. Ah therefore not only carries farthest 

because most of its energy is located in the region where the ear is 

more sensitive than for any other vowel, but because it has inherently 

more physical power. Sacia found sex differences to exist for meet 
and food, which he attributes to differences in resonant structure. 

Meet is easier for the men, while food is easier for women. 

Phase relationships of the two vocal cords. The Ewald-]. 

Mueller controversy of phase relationship of the vocal cords has been 

revived by Metzger (58) and West (103). West observed in male 

voices a double wave for each fundamental heard, when the move- 

ments at the adam’s apple were recorded. From this he inferred that 

the two waves were occasioned by alternate vocal cord action. He 

was able to substantiate his hypothesis by a model of the larynx pre- 

viously used by J. Mueller, in which the vocal cords are represented 

by a flat-edged membrane. Metzger, however, by using models in 

which the membranes were tilted at any angle, found that there was 
synchronous vibration, and attributed the double wave taken from 

the adam’s apple by West to the varying tension of the cords. At 

the crest of their swing the cords have great tension, lessening as they 
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go downward to the point of rest, but again increasing in tension 

until they reach their trough, in effect the adam’s apple goes through 

two cycles of tension for every complete swing of the cords. This 

explanation of course did not hypothesize alternate vibration of the 

cords. Calzia (73) with his laryngoscopic moving pictures of the 

vibrating cords, shows synchronous vibration of the cords. 

Structure of the living cords. With his laryngeal models dem- 

onstrating that opposite vibratory phase can be produced with flat 

bands, and same vibratory phase with tilted, Metzger (58) found the 

crux of the problem of phase relationship in the structure and action 

of the living cords. By placing an X-ray plate in the esophagus 

(Réthi), he took X-ray photographs of the cords during breathing 

and phonation. His pictures showed that the vocal cords are lips, 
and that they have an upward and outward cushion action, as Ewald 

pointed out, rather than flat membranes. West (104) claimed that 

Metzger had not photographed the cords, but rather the lower edge 

of the cricoid cartilage, in response to which Metzger in a later 

article (57) asked why the distance of the shapes he photographed 

were farther apart during breathing than during phonation. 

Nature of the syllable. Stetson (95) holds that the foundation of 

the syllable is the breath pulse, and that the latter is the fundamental 

unit for phonetic analysis. Every syllable is formed by a sudden 

movement, or stroke, of the expiratory muscles. The vowel is caused 

by an articulatory movement accompanying the breath pulse, while 

the consonant serves to delimit the pulse. The chest muscles are 

capable of producing 7 to 10 pulses per second. Scripture (88), 

however, looks upon the syllable as an arbitrary sound grouping, 

which must contain a vowel. He points out that this concept of the 

syllable is in agreement with the dictionary division of words into 

syllables. He looks upon the syllable as a kind of “ speech molecule ” 

and the make-up of separate sounds as “ speech atoms.” 

Nonlaryngeal voice production. Burger and L. Kaiser (6) and 

L. Kaiser (36) describe a subject who spoke with air from the 

stomach vibrating the mouth of the esophagus, and thus producing 

speech. Air is drawn into the stomach, increasing the size of the 

air bubble there. It is then slowly expelled through the contracted 

mouth of the esophagus. The vibrations are strong and regular. The 

voice was very deep, and had a range of two octaves. Schilling (80) 

and Schilling & Binder (81) likewise studied “ stomach speech ” and 

compared it with another type of nonlaryngeal speech with the vibrat- 

ing source in the pharynx. The tongue is vibrated by air compressed 
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above the vocal cords, and not from the lungs. The breathing muscles 

are used to regulate the outflow of air from the stomach in the case of 

esophageal speech. Scripture (90) had a normal subject speak with 
the latter type, the sound waves passing through the open vocal cords, 

Intelligible speech was produced, which compared in all respects 

except pitch height with normal speech. Scripture discusses the 

action of the mouth of the esophagus in connection with vowel theory, 
pointing out that the vibration of the esophagus and the vocal cords 

are somewhat identical. Fletcher (21) describes the artificial larynx 

now used by over one hundred persons who have undergone trache- 

otomy, and built by Bell Telephone engineers. The patient blows a 

‘ squawker ” in the corner of his mouth, going through the necessary 

tongue and lip positions for speech. 

Nonauditory voice perception. The work of Gault (23, 24, 25) 

during the past six years has been noteworthy in this field. He has 

used both a single unit receiver, in which the thumb or nail rests 

upon the diaphragm of a telephone receiver, and the “ teletactor,” 

which has five vibrating reeds for each finger and the thumb. Each 

reed vibrates to a particular region of frequencies, paralleling crudely 

the function of the basilar membrane. A vowel is then recognized 

by the vibration of a certain reed or reeds more strongly than 

others (24). Gault has achieved success in tactual interpretation of 

vowels and consonants both with touch only and with touch in com- 

bination with lip reading. The latter method proved somewhat 

superior. In final consonants the judgment is often made on the 

way the tactual quality is cut off. For example, the consonants ? 

and ¢ give a sharp punch. On the basis of recognition of vowels which 

have characteristic frequencies above 3,000, he infers (23) that his 

subjects sensed vibrations at least as high as 3,000. Crane (11) ina 

study on the tactual qualities of vowels and diphthongs, ranked the 

vowels in the following order of difficulty (italicized letters indicate 

vowel) : use, me, may, out, her, too, pie, ah, oil, au, and oh. 

The vibrato. Seashore (92) has outlined a program for the Iowa 

psychological laboratory in which he discusses the study of the 

vibrato. Seashore stresses the value of sound wave measurements 

for a new pedagogy of music and speech. Schoen (83) was the first 

to undertake its experimental study, and he came to the conclusion 

that it was a pitch-intensity fluctuation of the voice which was syn- 

chronous and coérdinate, at an approximately constant rate of six 

pulses per second, and an extent of about a tenth of a step. Nado- 
leczy (60) concluded that the tremolo was not a pitch but an intensity 
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fluctuation. Kwalwasser (40) found that the vibrato pitch-intensity 

relationships were not always synchronous, but were sometimes 

opposite, and sometimes separate. The writer (52) found the extent 

to vary from a quarter to over a half step, and Williams (106) used 

refined technique on the same tones studied by Schoen and found 

the extent to be not a tenth of a step but in the neighborhood of a 

half step. Gray (27) in studying emotional speech, determined that 

the speech vibrato was more erratic than that found in singing. The 

writer (55) recently reported that the average artistic vibrato is 

approximately seven pulses per second and a half-step in extent, 

with a M.D. of 11 per cent for the former and 33 per cent for the 

latter. 

Origin and development of speech. Paget (66) considers speech 

as a branch of human gesture, because the ear interprets a given 

sound for a given movement. Certain consonants have the same 

resonance regions, but have a different wave to wave relationship 

dependent on the type of movement in producing them. The same 

author (68) has expanded this view into a theory of the origin of 

speech in which he relates the gestures of the vocal organs in pro- 

ducing certain sounds to the meanings of those sounds. He points 

out that in many languages the vowels in words meaning “ little” 

use a small mouth resonator, whereas those for “ great” use a larger 

resonator. Polynesian, Melanesian, Indonesian, and archaic Jap- 

anese have words which seem to be based upon pantomimic gestures 

of the tongue in expressing certain actions such as reaching, scrap- 

ing, or stabbing. L. Kaiser (37) starts with the lowest type of 

sounds, such as tappings, and describes the more advanced stages 

of speech through muscle movement (humming), to the vertebrates 

where voice is developed, fish excepted. Voice is highest developed 

in birds, monkeys and men. Experimental phonetics is not particu- 

larly concerned with sounds which do not express some mental state. 

General. Peters (74) has made an extended study of the percep- 

tion of speech melody. In hearing speech glides there is a tendency 

to pick out certain levels. The ear hears a pitch close to the upper 

part of a circumflex frequency movement. J. W. Kaiser (35) found 

that the soft palate is raised for all sounds except the nasals and the 

vowel ah, although in a certain setting the latter may be formed with 

the palate cutting off the nasal passages. This work has bearing 

on the problem of “ nasal resonance” and raises the question of its 

existence in well-placed vowel tones. Merry (51) found that an 

indirect nasal resonance characterizes all speech. Voices possessing 
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strong nasal resonance on nasal consonants have strong indirect nasal 
resonance. Weaver (100) found that the sense of pitch was corre- 

lated +.48 with vocal expression, whereas all the other Seashore 

musical talent tests correlated +.34 below with vocal expression. 

He states that pitch changes are of greatest importance in expressive 

reading. Women have a greater inflectional tendency than men, 

Negus (61) points out that the larynx originally was a sphincteric 

value of the lungs and had protective value. Its use as a speech 

mechanism is incidental. White (105) has reémphasized the exist- 

ence of a “ voiced-h” sound, which phoneticians were overlooking 

and which occurs especially after a “ voiced” sound. Brigance (5) 

counted the number of words Bryan spoke per minute and found 

he averaged about 150, which is faster than an ordinary extempo- 
raneous speaker. Speaking is about one-third as fast as reading. 

Miller (59) correlated the steadiness test with interpretative ability 

to find a +.31+.09 relationship, and inhibition of the wink reflex 

with interpretative ability +.34+.09. Barnes (3) found that the 

correlation between vital capacity and ability in oral reading 

was insignificant. Simon and Keller (94) reduced the so-called chest 

resonance to forced vibrations, due to the mechanical shaking of the 

vocal cords, and not to any resonance within the chest itself. The 

chest is analogous to the sounding board of a piano. The writer (53) 

found that “ voice quality” is accounted for in terms of successive 

sound wave patterns, as well as the pattern of one sound wave, the 

conventional definition of timbre. Lindsley (47) studied the respira- 

tory processes involved in speech, and found that diaphragmatic 

breathing is the most frequent, although men breathe more deeply 

than women. He hints at a correlation between a certain type of 

respiration and proficiency in singing or speaking. Schilling (79) 

made a detailed study of pressure variations in the windpipe during 

breathing, speaking and singing. The pressure does not vary with 

vowels, but with voice power, type of attack, register, whispering, 

speaking or with what connections or successions the sounds. occur, 

Scripture (91) reports on a phonograph record tracing of Caruso’s 

voice, showing in particular a picture of a voice “ tear.” 

If a personal note may be added, the writer in his inspection of 

European phonetic laboratories in 1927 observed two indications of 

progress which might be of interest. First, the phonetic laboratories 

have outgrown the traditional definition of the “ science of speech 

sounds.”’ Taken collectively, the laboratories are investigating every 

manifestation of the voice from every possible angle. “ Voice science” 
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and “ phonetics ” in fact then have become synonymous terms. For 

the most part, it is the theoretical and educational phoneticians who 

still cling to the “speech sounds” definition. Second, that in the 

laboratories the arguments as to whether phonetics is primarily 

motor, physical, or psychological are becoming scarcer. Experimental 

phoneticians are specializing in one field or another, but they are 

greatly concerned in an integrative view of the voice, in relating all 

the subject matter, rather than formulating a definition of this or 

that, and then excluding all other definitions from another viewpoint. 
The psychological causal series concept (Bott—unpublished) is 

readily applicable for a clarifying view of the motor, which cause 

the physical, which cause the mental events in the speaking situation. 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE 

BY WILBUR M. URBAN 

Dartmouth College 

l 

All types of philosophy are being forced to take up the problems 

of language again and the “ philosophy of language” bids fair to 

become a relatively distinct department in the field of philosophical 

activity. Separate books on the subject—at least in English—are as 

yet few, although we may surmise that there are such in preparation. 

But there is scarcely a work in philosophy that does not take up in 

some chapter the problem of the nature and validity of language. 

In Germany, on the other hand, the new field of activity is being 

cultivated assiduously, seven distinct books having appeared under 

this title in the years 1925 and 1926. 

The reasons for the revival of interest in the philosophy of lan- 

guage are not far to seek. They are mutatis mutandis the same as 

those which brought these problems into the foreground in other 

epochs of thought—among the sophists, the scholastics and the 

epistemologists of the eighteenth century—the recognition that the 

problems of knowledge and reality are bound up with problems of 

language and communication. In the present instance, however, the 

problems are given a new turn by two distinctively modern develop- 

ments: (a) the ever-increasing divergence of the technical symbolisms 

of science from natural language; and (b) a growing tendency, in 

certain quarters at least, to explain and evaluate speech in purely 

naturalistic and biological terms. These two tendencies have united 

to create a tendency which I shall describe as neo-nominalism, to 

distinguish it from the nominalism connected with sensationalistic 

empiricism. The logical consequences of this tendency, issuing im 

extreme cases in pure behaviorism and fictionism, have made neces- 

sary an entire reconsideration of language from the philosophical 

point of view. 

II 

A fundamental distinction between the science and the philosophy 
of language is becoming increasingly clear. Without wishing to press 

324 
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the distinction too far, we may say that the science of language (in- 

cluding psychology) is concerned with the causal and genetic account 

of language, while the philosophy of language has to do with the 

evaluation of language as a bearer of meanings, as a medium of 

communication, and as a sign or symbol of reality—precisely the 

distinction which Jesperson makes between the descriptive and norma- 
tive problems of language. According to Bertrand Russell (1) there 

are four problems of language for the philosopher. First, there is the 

problem of what actually occurs in our minds when we use language 

with the intention of meaning something by it; this problem belongs 

to psychology. Secondly, there is the problem as to what is the rela- 

tion subsisting between thoughts, words and sentences and that which 

they refer to and mean. This problem of reference belongs to 

epistemology. Thirdly, there is the problem of using sentences so 

as to convey truth rather than falsehood. Fourthly, there is 

the question: What relation must one fact (such as a sentence) have 

to another fact in order to be capable of being a symbol for that 

other? This last is a logical question. I should myself state these 

problems somewhat differently, but this will serve to indicate both 

the distinction between problems of psychology and philosophy and 

the points at which the philosophical problems are found. 

As illustrating this distinction we may take a recent book which 

in a sense, and to a degree, combines both. In a work entitled 

Speech, G. A. DeLaguna (2) starts with problems of the origin and 

development of language, but does not ignore the more philosophical 

problems involved. The basic structure which all languages possess 

is analyzed in the light of the practical and social function of speech. 

The author takes issue with the entire “traditional conception of 

language as the means of expressing and communicating ideas ” and 

approaches the subject with the question, What does speech do? 

What objective function does it perform in human life? The whole 

treatment is based throughout on a purely naturalistic and biological 

conception of mind and “a behavioristic conception of speech”’ is 

held to be “ absolutely fundamental to the whole treatment of speech.” 

The author is not unaware of the logical and epistemological 

problems of language—problems which had already been sensed in 

a way by A. P. Weiss (3). For him, and for behaviorism in general, 

~ all science, all philosophy, all poetry are in the last analysis, merely 

speech and manual reactions occurring in the body of some individual 

and persisting as historical and contemporaneous records in our 

scientific writings.” From an ultimate point of view, as Weiss indeed 
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recognizes, we can just as well say that “ man is an episode in cosmic 

evolution and cosmic evolution an episode in man.” DeLaguna recog- 
nizes this “ paradox” and states it thus: How can man acquire a 

valid knowledge of an independent order if he experiences it only 

as a correlate of his own human capacities for behavior? The con- 

tradiction is held to be not a fundamental one and admits of resolu- 

tion. All we have to do is to insist that “ man, like other animals, is 

primarily and fundamentally concerned with things only in so far 

as they are potential or actual sources of advantage to him.” For 

philosophers, in general, this is of course no solution. It is merely a 

rather obvious petitio principu, a begging of the question of the 

validity of the very science and scientific method on which the be- 

havioristic account of language is based. 

This neo-nominalism, connected with the behavioristic conception 

of language, is in general associated with some form of pragmatism 

in philosophy. The latest philosophical treatment of language from 

the pragmatic standpoint is that of John Dewey (4) in his Experi- 

ence and Nature, especially in the chapter entitled, “ Nature, Com- 

munication and Meaning.” Dewey’s theory of language is in the 

main naturalistic. It is true that he finds in language “a natural 

bridge’ between “essence and existence,’ or between thought and 

reality, but language being given a purely existential status, we never 

quite see how it can become such a bridge. It is true also that he 

insists that the theory he proposes is not to be confused with tradi- 

tional nominalism. “ Nominalism ignores organization and thus 

makes nonsense of meanings.” But one is at a loss to see how it dif- 

fers in principle from the older nominalism—how his conception, even 

if it does in a way retain the sense of meanings, gives any validity 

to their references. Dewey also tends to make communication an 

ultimate category in philosophy, but he of course refuses to draw the 

transcendental and idealistic consequences of such a conception. In 

short, the pragmatic account of language faces the same dilemma 

that pragmatism confronts in the entire field of cognition. Either 

language is a purely naturalistic product, created by environmental 

pressure and neo-nominalism is inevitable, or the meanings which 
language apprehends and communicates have a transcendental validity, 
and language cannot then be conceived purely naturalistically. 

If we cast our eyes over a wider philosophic scene, we must 

perhaps accord to Bergson the chief influence in bringing the entire 

problem of language to the forefront in philosophy. The theory of 
language developed in the Creative Evolution and An Introduction 
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to Metaphysics is well known. For him language is also a purely 

naturalistic and biological product—an instrument evolved merely to 

grasp and control the stabile and immobile. It is therefore not 
“moulded on reality” which in its ultimate nature is change and 

Duration. Our entire language is infected with error and relativity, 
and this infection spreads through the entire logic and science bound 

up with natural language. With this thoroughly neo-nominalistic 

depreciation of language is joined a mysticism, which not only insists 

upon an immediate intuition as the only source of knowledge of 

ultimate reality, but demands that we turn our backs on the entire 

logic bound up with natural language. The influence of these ideas 

is too pervasive to be traced in detail. One phase is, however, too 

important to be overlooked in any account of the present situation 

in the philosophy of language. The Bergsonian tendency has coalesced 

with another development presently to be described, a development 

within physical science and technical logic itself. A. N. Whitehead 

and A. S. Eddington, both influenced by Bergsonian conceptions, are 

disposed to see in scientific symbols a special language, not neces- 

sarily capable of being retranslated into natural language. Our ordi- 

nary language, made primarily for practice, is not adequate for the 

purposes of science; but on the other hand, scientific language and 

symbolism are ill fitted to apprehend the temporal and emergent 

aspects of reality. This general position has not found very satis- 

factory expression as yet. Whitehead’s lectures on Symbolism (5), 

while merely scratching the surface of the problem, are neverthe- 

less admirably adapted to indicate the unplumbed depths yet to be 

explored. 

Ill 

The ever increasing chasm between the symbolism of physical 

science and natural language, with its categories of “ common sense,”’ 

shows itself in the portent of the growing inability of science to 

communicate its insights. One by one all the fundamental categories 

of natural language have been extruded from science (substance and 

cause, matter and spirit, etc.), and with this has come a devastating 
critique of the entire logic bound up with natural language, and 

efforts to develop a “ new logic” which shall be free from natural 
language. The old problem of the relation of logic to language is 

again in the forefront of thought. 

As representative of this tendency, we may perhaps take the views 
of Mr. Bertrand Russell. In his Analysis of Mind (6) he adopts a 
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modified behaviorism and elsewhere (7) expresses the opinion that 

“the only satisfactory way to treat language is the behavioristic 

way.” He adopts a causal view of meaning which eventuates in a 

nominalism little different in principle from the older forms. The 

problems arising from the relations of logic to language are, however, 

more fully developed in an article entitled Logical Atomism (8). 

The ideal of the “ new logic” in general is the divorce of logic 

from language and its chief object of attack is the old so-called 

Aristotelean logic, together with the “ subject-predicate metaphysic ” 

that goes with it. The tendencies of this latter logic are found de- 

plorable as regards both vocabulary and syntax. The primal function 

of language, the naming of things, is the source of all-pervasive 

errors. We suppose, for instance, that there is a more or less per- 

sistent being, called Socrates, because the same name is applied to a 

series of occurrences which we are led to regard as the appearances 

of one thing, or “substance.” As language becomes more abstract, 

new entities enter into our thought, those represented by abstract 

words or universals. The tendency of language is to think that these 

stand for entities when, in many cases at least, they do not, and a 

logic that trusts in language to any degree is likely to fall a prey to 

a metaphysical verbalism. The influence of syntax is even more 

vicious. Almost any proposition may be put into a form in which 

it has a subject and predicate connected by a copula. It is natural to 

infer that every fact has a corresponding form and consists in the 

possession of a quality by a substance. This subject-predicate logic 

leads to many metaphysical consequences, among the most important 

of which is the notion that thought demands a self-identical substance 

as the subject of discourse. 

Enough has been said to indicate at once the “ logical atomism” 

that results from the divorce of logic from language and the way in 

which the new logic joins with certain tendencies in physical science 

to abandon language for mathematical symbolism and to pulverize 
reality into “events.” The chief philosophical problem set by this 

entire movement is found, however, in certain inferences that have 

been drawn from the premises. It follows on this view that the 

nominalism of this logical atomism “ makes nonsense of a large part 

of our meanings.” A large part of the subject-matter of human 

discourse—especially the objects of philosophical and metaphysical 
thought—must be put among “ those things that cannot be expressed.” 

The world of significant discourse is narrowed down to a mere pit- 

tance of its former self. 
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Representatives of this tendency are found in Ogden and 
Richards (9). Their book is also an attempt to combine a naturalistic 

behaviorism with a logical atomism. They insist that all linguistic 

processes derive their power only in “real” processes taking place 

in man’s reaction to his environment. Words have been produced 

by environmental pressure and it follows that the valid reference of 

words extends only as far as the manipulation of things that caused 

the signs to come into being. The value of this conception, they hold, 

lies in the fact that we can without further ado eliminate all mean- 

ings that do not have this “causal reference.” That this theory of 

language does indeed make nonsense of most of our meanings the 
authors do not perhaps fully see, as indeed they are not fully aware 

of the logical and epistemological problems involved in language 

These consequences are more clearly seen by L. Wittgenstein (1) 

who is willing to accept them. This work, together with Russell’s 

introduction to it, serves admirably to give the reader an insight into 

the more fundamental problems of language. 

This is the place, perhaps, to refer to a renewal of interest in 

“dialectic” as the result of a renewed interest in problems of lan- 

guage and of the tendency to divorce logic from language. Science 

is language well made and the logic of science is one of denotation 

and reference. But speech has other functions, namely, those of 

conversation and discourse—as a means of the development and 

communication of meanings. The relation of dialectic to ordinary 

logic is again much discussed in German thought, but the problem 

has also engaged the attention of an American writer, Mortimer J. 

Adler (10). His thesis is that there is a dialectical attitude and 

method as distinguished from the logical; but whereas logic is con- 

cerned with truth, dialectic is concerned only with meaning and 

intelligibility. It may well be doubted whether this divorce of truth 

and meaning can be carried out, but in the development of this 

untenable thesis valuable studies of the relation of language to logic 

have resulted as a by-product. A similar view of dialectic is developed 

by Dewey in the book already referred to (4) and is the underlying 

idea of his address before the recent International Congress of 

Philosophy. 

IV 

When we turn to the German work in this subject we are at once 

in a world, not only of greater activity, but of an entirely different 

intellectual atmosphere. The philosophy of language, as we find it 
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in Germany today, is for one thing a part, although a late part, of 

that almost universal idealistic reaction against naturalism and posi- 

tivism so characteristic of recent German thought. The books on 

this subject are written from relatively different standpoints—neo- 

Kantian, phenomenological, and the kultur-philosophical, inaugu- 

rated by Dilthey—but all have certain things in common. All agree 

in distinguishing between the psychological and philosophical prob- 

lems of language, in a common opposition to the form of naturalism 

called psychologism, and in viewing language as a historical expres- 

sion of transcendent meanings and values. 

The psychologist may get some understanding of this general 

point of view by reference to E. Spranger (11) whose most impor- 

tant work has now been translated into English. Spranger, as is well 

known, advocates a verstehende Psychologie, one that shall under- 

stand minds of persons “ from within out.” Such understanding im- 

plies the recognition of an objective realm of meanings and values 

toward which mental processes are intentionally directed. This gen- 

eral principle and the method implied is then applied to the problem 

of the understanding of language in a most interesting, and as it 

seems to the present writer, valid way. 

Perhaps the most significant contribution to the whole problem 

of a philosophy of language is that of Cassirer (12), whose work on 

the philosophy of science and scientific concepts is well known. His 

specific work on language is part of a much larger scheme, namely a 

study of the entire philosophy of symbolism. Cassirer writes from a 

Neo-Kantian standpoint and his book is philosophically oriented, but 

it also contains a vast amount of empirical material and shows an 

intimate acquaintance with the entire field of modern linguistics. It 

contains chapters on the history of scientific linguistics, on the prob- 

lem of language in the history of philosophy and on specific problems 

in the philosophy of language. His interest is primarily in the ways 

in which the various languages have expressed spatial and temporal 

relations, abstract concepts of substance, cause, etc., and the funda- 

mental ideas of metaphysics. He finds that certain logical functions 

have been present from the beginning, but have only gradually freed 
themselves from their sensuous encumbrances. In contrast to the 

whole neo-nominalistic tendency, he holds that natural language and 

its logic are not to be abandoned but rather developed. 

Cassirer’s most important general thesis is that language is not a 

merely naturalistic product, nor a mirror reflecting an independently 
existing world, but rather the condition which alone makes possible 
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such a world. Our ordered universe exists for us, in its shaping and 

structure, because of language. All culture consists in the creation 

of certain intellectual symbols and it is only by means of these sym- 

bolic forms that life is lifted from the plane of merely natural process 
to that of conscious spiritual process. The negation of these symbolic 

forms would, instead of permitting us to grasp the essence of reality, 

destroy the higher life of intelligence altogether. The goal of philos- 

ophy does not consist in going back of these symbols to some more 

primitive reality, but in developing them and understanding them in 

their fundamental principles. 

A valuable development of his general thesis and of the details 

of a philosophy of language is found in two later works in which he 

investigates the relations of language to myth and religion, namely 

the second volume of his Philosophy of Symbolic Forms (12) and a 

second book devoted exclusively to this question (13). 

As in a way complementary to the studies of: Cassirer, the works 

of Karl Vossler approach the problems of language more from the 

standpoint of literature and general culture. Vossler’s service to the 

philosophy of language is well recognized in Germany. To him more 

than any other man, perhaps, is due the breaking of the bonds of 

the prevailing naturalistic conception of language and the impetus 

given to the newer idealistic interpretations. His earlier work (14), 

written under the influence of Croce’s linguistic theories (16), tended 

to find the meaning of linguistic forms primarily and almost exclu- 

sively in esthetic expression, and thus failed to do justice systemati- 

cally to the whole field of the philosophy of language. These 

limitations have to a large extent been overcome in his later 

work (15). Vossler has succeeded in fulfilling the promise of his 

title by giving us a most comprehensive analysis of language as a 

medium or symbol of the entire range or system of cultural and 

spiritual values. The book represents in general the kultur-philo- 

sophical point of view and its general drift is in the direction of 

maintaining the adequacy of language to thought. He recognizes 

indeed that there is a tendency for logical thought to break through 

the linguistic form, but he sees with equal clearness that there is no 

intelligible thought that does not finally realize itself in linguistic 

expression. 

Among other books requiring special mention those of Herman 
Ammann are perhaps most noteworthy. His first book on lan- 
guage (17) showed decided relationships with Phenomenologie both 

in standpoint and method, while his later work (18) represents 
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a much more general philosophical interest. The phenomenologists, 

like the critical philosophers, recognize the importance of the prob- 

lem of language for philosophy ; like them they are anti-psychologistic 

and insist that language must be viewed not merely as a naturalistic 
product, but as embodying transcendent meaning. Ammann’s work 

is distinguished by a valuable study of the relation of language to 

meaning. He has carried out in an unusually thorough way the 

distinction between the sound and the meaning (Bedeutung) in lan- 

guage, with the result that he has developed a series of conceptions 

(such as meaning as historical fact, meaning as conceptual content 

and as intuitive content) which conceivably may serve as contribu- 

tions to the building up of fundamental categories in the philosophy 

of language. 

To this same idealistic reaction against naturalism and positivism 

in the philosophy of language may be assigned the contributions of 

H. J. Pos (19), who maintains that the understanding of language 
always has for its presupposition a sphere of objective meanings, 

and that of Hermann Guntert (20) who also sees the task of a science 

of language to consist in the study of language as a _ historically 

developed “ Ausdruckssystem” of meaningful signs and symbols. 

V 

In conclusion I may perhaps be permitted to suggest the funda- 

mental issues that must be fought out in this new field of the 

philosophy of language. Speaking generally, the issues are those 

raised by the two opposing tendencies in recent Anglo-American and 

German thought. The issue is between a depreciation and a high 

evaluation of language, between a neo-nominalism that makes 

nonsense of a large part of the world of meanings and a modern 

“ realism ” which acknowledges an objective realm of meanings and 
values—in short between a purely naturalistic and an idealistic 

philosophy of language. 

The neo-nominalists—whether pragmatists, atomistic logicians, or 

intuitional mystics—have much the same things to say about language. 

They all think of language in a purely biological context. Being but 

“the cries of the forests, corrupted and complicated by arrogant 

anthropoid apes,” it is unfitted either to grasp or to express the true 

nature of being. For the opposing view of language this seems to be 

nothing but a monstrous petitio principii. It assumes that language 

is something external to the “real” whereas, as a matter of fact, 

language is the very condition of there being any reality at all—in 
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any significant sense. Any event or object that is more than a mere 

diffused state of consciousness has language as one of the necessary 
conditions. Expression and reality are one; “the limits of my 

language are the limits of my world.” 
This is not the place to debate this fundamental issue, but merely 

to make it clear. For my own part, I believe there is something 

radically wrong with this entire philosophy of language which I have 

described as neo-nominalism. In any case it seems highly probable 

that language is destined to be the fighting zone of philosophy again. 

For myself, I am convinced that the entire question of language and 

logic will have to be gone over again—and from the very beginning. 
I think we shall have to take again as basal certain things which are 

now everywhere impugned. (1) That communication, and a certain 

trust in natural language necessary for communication, is presupposed 

by knowledge and science and cannot, in any intelligible sense, be 

explained by science. (2) That the potentiality of logical form in 

natural language is the necessary postulate of such communication, 

and therefore of any intelligible logic. (3) Finally, that the “ natural 

metaphysics ” which has developed out of natural language and logic, 

in the effort to express the meaning of life—and of the world in 

which that life is lived—cannot be fundamentally invalidated by any 

later developments of language and logic created for the special pur- 

poses of special sciences. In short, no intelligible philosophy of lan- 

guage is possible except. on the basis of idealistic and transcendental 

presuppositions. A purely naturalistic account of language is ulti- 

mately unintelligible. 
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THE LINGUISTIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

BY E. H. STURTEVANT 

Yale University 

Nothing could be more obvious than the relationship of linguistic 

science and psychology. To understand the process of speaking or 

the historical development of speech without taking into account 

other psychological data is manifestly impossible; and the known 

facts about language constitute one of the largest, most coherent, 

and most definitely patterned bodies of psychological phenomena. 

It is safe to say that neither science can go very far without the 

other. Consequently there is every reason to welcome their recent 

rapprochement, and | have enthusiastically accepted the invitation of 

an editor of the PsycnHotocicat BULLETIN to contribute a brief 

outline of the activities of the Linguistic Society of America. 

Until recently linguistic science has had no organization of its 

own in this country. Since the mastery of any civilized language at 

once opens up the literary treasures preserved in that language, there 

has always been a tendency for the student of the Greek language, 

for example, to become also a student of Greek literature and history, 

and to find his intellectual companions among Hellenists rather than 

among those whose attention is fixed upon other languages. No sane 

man would want to destroy such contacts, since there is no line of 

distinction between a language and the civilization based upon it; 

but nevertheless linguistic science is a unit, and it cannot be prosecuted 

successfully as a series of fragments. 

The Linguistic Society of America was organized in 1924 to bring 

American linguists together. It has already established active co- 

operation between specialists in the several languages, and has greatly 

increased their enthusiasm and their activity. The annual meetings 

are far more vital than meetings of scholars usually are—the smoking 

room and the corridor are usually empty during the sessions. The 

Society publishes a quarterly journal, Language, a series of mono- 

graphs, and a series of dissertations, in addition to occasional bul- 

letins. All of these publications are well supported and show a 
healthy growth. 

It was soon found, however, that there was need of more extended 
conference than is possible at the annual meetings, and so a Linguistic 
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Institute was planned, to be in session for six weeks during the 

summer. Although the Institute was to be organized for the inter- 

change of ideas among individual scholars, it was feared that few 

men would devote six weeks to so intangible a purpose. Furthermore, 
there was need of technical courses for graduate students and others, 
since most summer sessions neglect linguistic science, as a subject 

which does not attract large numbers. Consequently it was decided 
to offer a number of formal courses, both to give mature scholars a 

definite reason to attend for the full six weeks, to provide needed 

facilities for graduate students, and to shame the summer schools 
into a more generous treatment of our subject. 

The first session of the Linguistic Institute was held at Yale Uni- 

versity from July 9 to August 17, 1928. Its total membership was 

sixty-five, including twenty-three who offered courses. Of these 

thirty-five were professors, and eleven were instructors in college or 

university. One was a curator and one a research associate in a 

museum, and one was an author. Seven were teachers in secondary 

schools, and nine were graduate students. Thirty-four universities 

and colleges, two museums, and s:x secondary schools were repre- 

sented. A school with only about two students per teacher could 

scarcely be called a success ; but the Institute was not a school. Many 

of the smaller courses were conducted as conferences, where all were 

learners. During the session there were ten public lectures on topics 

connected with linguistic science. Each of these was followed by 

active discussion, and several of them led to further debates between 

two or more persons, which will have considerable effect upon certain 

forthcoming publications. These and other conversations will no 

doubt be fruitful for years to come. Since the contacts thus estab- 

lished were not otherwise likely to occur, we see in them one of the 

chief benefits of the Institute. 

The second session of the Linguistic Institute will be held in 

New Haven from July 8 to August 16, 1929. Thirty-six courses on 

various aspects of linguistic science and the scientific study of various 

languages will be offered by twenty-once scholars, representing twelve 

universities and colleges. There will also be a number of public 

lectures on technical linguistic topics, and there will be several meet- 

ings for the reading and discussion of brief papers by members of 

the Institute and by other members of the Linguistic Society of 

America. 

The courses and, no doubt, the lectures and papers also, will be 
chiefly devoted to the historical and comparative study of certain 
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languages and groups of languages. An effective technique has been 

worked out for reconstructing the developmental history of languages, 

and for classifying languages genetically. There is an immense 

amount of material awaiting the application of this technique, and 

it is safe to say that no fruitful study of language can ever neglect 

the methods which we have already mastered. But linguists cannot 

afford to stop here any more than biologists could be content with a 

neat system of species, genera, etc. We have no technique at present 

for drawing the psychological and sociological inferences from our 

linguistic material; but we realize that here is a task that must be 

undertaken. Among our courses for next summer are one on the 

Psychology of Language by Professor Esper of the University of 

Washington and one on the Sociological Study of Language by Pro- 

fessor Saleski of Bethany College. We hope to move further in 

these directions as rapidly as possible, and we are anxious to cooperate 

with the psychologists and sociologists. 

The Linguistic Society of America and its Linguistic Institute 

exist primarily to encourage research. So far their chief services 

have been the assistance of individual scholars to secure publication 

of their work, and the securing of fuller codperation between indi- 

vidual scholars. It would be impossible to list all the projects that 

are thus being helped; but I may mention two or three. 

A research associate of the Bishop Museum in Honolulu con- 

templates writing a comparative grammar of the Polynesian lan- 

guages. He has an intimate knowledge of these languages, but not 

of the method of linguistic science. The Linguistic Institute is help- 

ing him to complete his training and the Society itself is bringing 

him into touch with the scholars who can give him the best available 

advice. 

Under the supervision of a committee of the American Council 

of Learned Societies, a group of scholars are at work recording and 

studying the rapidly disappearing American Indian languages. These 
scholars are members of the Linguistic Society, and both the annual 

meetings and the sessions of the Institute furnish them an opportunity 

for conference. 

The late Professor Maurice Bloomfield left a mass of manuscript 
notes which he and Professor Franklin Edgerton had compiled on 
the variant readings of parallel Vedic texts. These notes contain a 
huge amount of grammatical data of first rate importance, and the 

‘Professor Esper has been compelled to withdraw on account of ill health, 
and a substitute has not yet been chosen. 
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Linguistic Society is at work on arrangements for the completion of 
the manuscript and its publication. 

For many years a number of scholars have been perfecting a 

plan to make an atlas of American dialects—dialects that are familiar 

to all Americans, but of whose boundaries and local variations we 

have astonishingly little knowledge. The work must be done soon, 

since some dialects are rapidly disappearing, and most are in a state 

of unstable equilibrium. The plan under consideration is to take 

mechanical records of the ordinary speech in about five hundred 
different places, and these records will be of the greatest permanent 

value quite apart from the atlas which is to be based upon them. 
Several courses in the coming session of the Linguistic Institute will 

bear directly upon this project, and a conference of scholars interested 

in it will be held by the American Council of Learned Societies 
during the session. 
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NOTES AND NEWS 

Tue following foreign psychologists have accepted the invitation 
to be present at the Ninth International Congress of Psychology to 
be held at New Haven, September 1-7, 1929: 

N. Ach (University of Géttingen), F. Aveling (London), Juan Ramon Beltran (Buenos Aires), Ivan S. Beritoff (University of 
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Tiflis, Georgia), E. Bernstein (London), M. Bernstein ( Moscow), 

Henry Binns (Bradford, England), Stefan Blachowski ( University 
of Poznan, Poland), V. A. Borovski (State Institute for Experi- 

mental Psychology, Moscow), L. Bouman (Utrecht), H. J. F. w, 
Brugmans (Groningen), Karl Buhler (Vienna), F. J. J. Buytendijk 
(Physiological Institute, Groningen), Yao-Chiang Chang (Govern- 
ment Teachers College, Peking), Ed. Claparéde (Geneva), L, F. 
Clauss (Jerusalem), Honorio F. Delgado (University of San 
Marcos, Lima, Peru), Sante De Sanctis (University of Rome), 

James Drever (The University, Edinburgh), U. Ebbecke (Physio- 

logical Institute, Bonn), Beatrice Edgell (Harrow, England), Helga 
Eng (Oslo, Norway), Charles Fox (Cambridge, England), Dr. 
Fransen (Ghent), J. P. Froloff (Moscow), Allesandro Gatti 
(Milan), A. Gemelli (Milan), Louis Felipe Gonzales (Heredia, 

Costa Rica), Ronald G. Gordon (Bath, England), George H. Green 

(University College of Wales), A. A. Griinbaum (Amsterdam), 
D. N. Hardcastle (Uxbridge, England), Thorleif G. Hegge (Oslo), 
W. Heinrich (Krakow, Poland), Theodore Heller (Vienna), S. Hel- 

lerstein (Moscow), G. A. Jaederholm (Partille, Sweden), Andor 

Juhasz (Budapest), Gustav Kafka (University of Dresden), D, 
Katz (University of Rostock), C. Keiser (Psychological Laboratory, 
Utrecht), Hoken Kirihara (Institute for Science of Labour, 
Kurashiki), Otto Klemm (University of Leipzig), W. Kohler (Uni- 

versity of Berlin), N. Krasnogorski (Leningrad), P. S. Kupalov 
(Moscow), Otto Lipmann (Berlin), A. R. Luria (Moscow), 
A. Michotte (University of Louvain), E. Miller (London), Marion 
Milner (London), Enrique Mouchet (Buenos Aires), Yoshikazu 
Owaki (The Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai, Japan), Alberto 
Palcos (Buenos Aires), I. P. Pavlov (Russian Academy of Sciences, 
Leningrad), H. Pierson (Sorbonne, Paris), Zygmunt Piotrowski 
(Poland), M. Ponzo (Torino, Italy), Otto Rank (Paris), G. Revesz 
(Amsterdam), F. Roels (Utrecht), Edgar Rubin (University of 
Copenhagen), Mahajot Sahai (London), F. C. S. Schiller (Corpus 
Christi College, Oxford), A. Schniermann ( Bekhterev Reflexological 
Institute, Leningrad), Leonhard Seif (Miinchen), K. T. Sen (Uni- 
versity of Amoy, China), Eugene Shen (China), C. Spearman ( Uni- 
versity of London), I. Spielrein (Moscow), W. Stern (University 
of Hamburg), I. L. G. Sutherland (Victoria University College, 
Wellington, New Zealand), R. H. Thouless (The University, Glas- 
gow), Loh Seng Tsai (China), D. Usnadze (University of Tiflis), 
J. H. van der Hoop (Amsterdam), V. Veinberg (Moscow), vam der 
Veldt (University of Rome), P. E. Vernon (Cambridge, England), 
Ging H. Wang (Sun Yatsen University, Canton), H. D. Jennings 
White (London), W. Wirth (University of Leipzig), Wynn-Jones 
(The University, Leeds), Joseph Yoshioka (Japan). 




